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Posen, Fortress Defense of Berlin
--

In

ni

Is Attacked by Czar's Great Fighters
THE FATAL DAY TEN LIVES ARE LOST

AUSTRIA DECLARES WAR AGAINST JAPAN,

IS COMING

WHICH HAS DISCOVERED THE TAKING OF

FAST

KIAO CHOW,
London, Aug. 26. The most'
startling development of the European war today was the report
that the main body of the Russian
troops is marching on the fortress
of Posen, Germany, in aneffort
to deal the kaiser a stinging defeat This fortress defends the
province lying next Berlin, from
which the fortification is distant
only 100 miles. The Russian
force is large, and it is believed
It has an excellent chance to overcome the German defenders), who
have weakened by the molibilza-tioagainst France, England and
n

Belgium,

Paris, Aug. 26. A report was
in circulation this afternoon that
Russian troops yesterday occupied
Marienburg, in west Prussia, 27
miles southeast of Danzig. This
news' hac not been confirmed.
London, Aug. 26. It was announced officially that German
Togoland, bad surrendered unconditionally. The allies will enter
Kamina Thursday morning. Premier Asquith, in the house of
commons this afternoon, read a
communication from the commander-in-chief
of the forces in
British West Africa, saying that
the authorities of Togoland, the
German colonial possession on the
west coast of Africa, had

Paris, Aug. 26. A dispatch to
the Havas agency from Madrid
says the Spanish government has
declared its neutrality respecting
the war between Germany and
Japan. Another dispatch to the
Havas agency from Hamburg says
that 1,200 merchant ships are tied
up at the Hamburg docks.
London, Aug. 26. The Paris
correspondent of Reuter's Telegram company says a raid by a
German cavalry division in French
territory is reported by the
which states that when
the Germans arrlvedat 4 o'clock
Tuesday mfirnlng they encountered
ered a regiment of French artillery, which practically annihilated
them.
Referringto the fighting near
Monsz, the paper says:
"The British bore the brunt of
six furious attacks. Wounded.
Brltslh soldiers declare that the
allies raised a veritable hecatomb
of German corpses near Monsz."
Petit-Parisien- ,

(11,

IS A DIFFICULT TASK

YOUNGSTERS

LOOKING FORWARD

WITH GRIEF TO SCHOOL'S
The attack was reand
the
enemy retired all along
pulsed
t
line."
THE

OPENING

by the Germans.

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

ed.

The announcement of losses, howev
er, vnly seems to have intensified Brit
ish determination, judging from the
extra work being performed by the
officers today. The tenacity"Was further evidenced
-El,rPose
by Premier?Qlth in the house of
commons this afternoon in making the
nouncement that he .proposed to

THE

STEAMER ADMIRAL SAMPSON IS

RAMMED BY ANOTHER SHIP
Vessel Sinks in Ten Minutes Giving Scant
Time for Passengers to Escape

TEACHERHRE ASSIGNED

Germans Assembling Forces
WILL BE SEEN SURVIVORS
PICKED UP BY PRINCESS VICTORIA.
Aug. 26. The Times' St. MANY NEW FACES
IN Cllv" CORPS AND NORPetersburg correspondent says that
the Germans who retreated by forced
MAL FACULTY
marches after their , defeat by the
Russians at Gnmblnnen are assembl
Distressing Accident Occurs Twenty Miles from Seattle at Early
SCHOOL IS JAMMED
ing a part of their forces at Koenigst STATE
Hour This Morning Foj and Smoke from Forest Fires Are
berg. The German fortified position
was
abandoned
on the river Angerab
Responsible for the Collision Destroyed Ship
PRESIDENT ROBERTS SAYS MORE
withjOut fighting.
Was in the Alaskan Service
ROOM IS URGENTLY
"The roads beyond the Angerab are
strewn with cartridges, knapsacks and
NEEDED
equipment, cast aside, in the hasty
flight of the German troops," says the
The melancholy days are fast apSeattle, Wash., Aug. 26. Ten lives; The Pacific Alaska Navigation comTimes' correspondent.
when the smiles will be all
were
North of Neidenburg tfunday and proachingon
lost when the steel passenger pany steamer Admiral Sampson was
the countenances of the
scowls
Point No Point,
Monday there was stubborn fighting
steamer
Admiral Sampson, of the Pa- sunk this morning at
folks hereabouts and little
young
20
the Canadian
miles
from
Seattle,
vic
were
by
in which the Russians
again
James the Hopeful will be heard to cific Alaska Navigation company, was Pacific liner Princess Victoria. Th"
torious, largely through their superb call: "I don't want no more apple
rammed and sunk by the Canadian Pa- Princess Victoria, reporting the acci
use of the bayonet. The enemy here
in my lunch basket."
pie
cific passenger steamship Princess dent, said she was proceeding to Seathad established the entire Twentieth
School opens Monday. Already the Victoria off Point No Point, 20 miles tle with most of the passengers and
army corps in a fortified position. shadow of the
coming event has cast north ot Seattle, at 6:30 this moruiug screw of the Admiral Sampson.
The Russians had to T;:KOtirte pits a.
over the commun
Hamletian
gloom
.
The Admiral Sampson was bound
during a fog and Illicit smoke from
and fcafbed-;irlrariaiid 'grenades ity; 'And even if It Is a uort of fun forest
fires. The Prtncess VMoria from Seattl to Alaska. She had 56
were used, the Russians l.nally carryier us old moss backs to sit back and brought the survivors to Seattle.
passengers and a crew of 65.
ing the positions at the point of the
laugh at the. tragedy of it, it isn't any
of the lost were members of
The Admiral Sampson sank in four
Germans'reTrpatedrfo-warEight
The
bayonet.
more sport now for the youngsters to
Osterode, leaving behind many answer to the first roll call than it the crew and two were passengers. minutes. The collision took place at
The dead among the crew are:
6: SO o'clock this morning.
and
The Adguns', machine guns, caissons
used to he for the above whispered
Z. S. MOORE, Captain.
bound
miral
for
San
Francis
Watson,
prisoners.
moss backs 50 or 100 years ago.
L. COCAMS, Thirti Officer.
co, was near the seen of the acci
"Meanwhile the Vlln army Is driv- Wherefore, brethren, school yotir- W. E. RICKER First wireless op- dent at the time. The air was heavy
ing the Forst German army corps to- selves in patience and excuse us.
erator.
,
with smoke and fog, and it is supposward Danzig. The question now is
Normal Is Crowded
M. '"CAMPBELL, Stewardess. ed the collision was due to this cause.
MISS
es'
whether the German forces can
Teachers in the various schools
C. MARQUETTE,
Seaman.
The Princess Victoria was, bound from
cape and how long the Russians will have already been assigned, and prac
A. SATETL. Watchman.
Victoria to Seattle. She makes no
of
take occupying the territory east
tically all the preliminary arrange
ALLEN
NOON, Chief Engineer. mention of damage to herself in her
will
There
Vistula.
they
the river
ments for the fall term have been
Jv B. WILLIAMS,
brief report to her owners.
Messboy.
It la made. At the Normal University the
IThd strong German defenses.
took place the
When
collision
the
it is inferred from the Princess
Monon
Russians
reported that the
situation is unique in the history of oil tank exploded and J. Byrne, a pas- message that there was some loss of
25
miles
reached
only
Marienburg,
day
the institution. Because of lack of senger, was covered with flames. He life.
from Danzig.
accommodations fully 65 applicants was regcued alive and died Just as
Point No Point is in the mainland
"The Germans at Gumbinuen had will have to be turned away. Many the Princess Victoria arrived In Se
at
the southwest entrance to the body
all the advantage of numbers and io- - of these are students from out of attle.
of water generally designated on tha
sltion. It was a clear case of the town, afid if it were possible to take
Captain Perished With Ship
maps as "Admiralty inlet." The Adbest man winning. Russia was the care of them the families would move The name o the other passenger miral
Sampson was a steel steamer
best. The Russian losses include rep here at least for the school term,, In lost is not
yet obtainable. Captain of 2,262 gross tons, built at Philadelfami
noblest
all
the
resentatives of
the fifth and sixth grades the regents Moore could have saved himself, but phia In 1898 for the United Fruit comlies la the empire.
are confronted by a puzzling proposi- he declared that he would co down pany for use in the banana and tour- "The Grand Duke Dmitrio Paulo- - tion. There is room only for 34 pu- with the ship, and did so.
1st trade to the West Indies.
vitch and the Princes John and Oleg pils,, and there is an enrollment of 42
Cbnstantlnovltch, who are subalterns who are entitled, by risht of promo- Sue Hutchison, critic teacher, fifth third-!!- ;
an
Louise Ijowry, second-Besides these there and sixth
In the horse guards, rode in the ter tion, to attend.
and
grades; Wilhelmhia Voll-me- second !!; Cora Montague, first-rible charges which will forever be are 18 additional applicants.
student in Germany and Spain second-B- ; Mary Hanson, flrst-B- ; Alida.
President Frank H. H Roberts is teacher in Spanish in seventh and Calson, Spanish special.
a glory to their regiment and the Rus
sian army."
wrestling with the problem, but has eighth grades;
Mac H. Donaldson,
Professor Ringer, Miss Hobart and
arrived at no practical solution. The professor of English; Clyde D. Wil Miss
principally against King Albert.
t
Patterson,, the three new mem
one simple way out of the difficulty liams, director of Manual arts; Clar bers of the
Russians' Brilliant Charge
faculty of the High school.
might be for the regents to split the ence Flavins Lewis, professor of come to Las Vegas with enviable recSt. Petersburg, Aug. 26, (via
ask King George to convey to the lOi''ifiO men.
The rush of the main Russian army
The "Novoe Vremya" publishes class in two, employ an additional science; Marie Senecal, assistant di- ords. They are known as experienced
kinr of the Belgians the admiration
in
the
an account of what it terms the .mem teacher, and give each a separate rector of art and music; Charles Ed and
Professor
teachers.
with which Great Britain regarded toward the fortress of Posen
maae ward McClu re, associate
if
true,
of
Posen,
German
oi fable charge of the Russian horse room. If some provision is not
province
professor of Ringer is a graduate of Baker univer"the heroic resistance of his army and
who education and
as the sensational guards, at Gumbiuen
during the to take care of those at least
history; LuluE. Stall-ma- sity and Miss Patterson and Miss
peoule to the wanton invasion of their is regarded heer
will
the
school
have
been
account
promoted,
It
deRussians
which,
in
the
news of
might
the
professor of household, arts; Hobart are both graduates
day.
of the
fighting
territory and an assurance of the
itself in the position of denying Rose Kellogg, assistant in domestic Kansas
find
east- were victorious. It says:
in
back
the
Germans
for
to
falling
Normal
school.
State
support
termination of this country
are
"The Germans held a position in a the benefits to which the pupils
science; Ruth Anderson, assistant liThe first general teachers' meeting
in every way the efforts of Belgium ern Prussia.
""
entitled.
Alsace?
rightfully
brarian.
Abandon
were
French
from
which
small
and
they
of the year will be held Saturday afto vindicate her own independence
village
There have been several changes
The report that the French have pouring a murderous fire on the Rusternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the High
The City Schools
the public law of E&rope."
in
the faculty of the Normal. The
in
Alsace
to
was
their
abandoned
ordered
sian
positions
school building. Monday will be detroops. Calvary
Tales of German Cruelty
teachAt
the
school
the
Castle
High
is the list of teachers as
voted to registration, and the regular
The premier declared further that ihas not been confirmed, although it silence the guns. The first squadron following
will be as follows :
ers
revised to date:
school work will be taken up Tuesday
the Belgian government was taking j is lebelled as official by the news rr de Btralght at the battery, which,
manRyron J. Read, superintendent
ver- Frank H. II. Roberts, president and
firing point 'blank, mowed down the
steps to get the established facts of , agency which carried it Other
morning.
ual
and
training, Elmer C. Ringer, High
of
ao
history;
same
or
sociology
not
tne
statement,
Russian ranks frigntruiiy, annihilating professor
German atrocities, as related In the sions
K.
school
Harriet
of
and professor
principal, science;
ma', ncnt given out yesterday by the contain this reference and the French the squadron. The second squadron Frank Carroon, dean
Iva Markham, Latin FIRE MARSHALS
IN ASHEVILLE
Bi lgian minister here, to the knowembassy today declared that it knew folcwed fast and would have shared psychology and education ; Thomas Davis, English;
Mabel Hull, Spanish and
and
and
dean
prohistory;
assistant
'
G.
26. Aslievilio
N,
Aheville.
matter.
crltAug.
of
Rodgers,
at
C,
the
the
that
world.
same
except
fate
the
nothing
ledge of the whole civilized
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn,
j
French Frontier Attacked
is preparing for the entertainment
leal moment a third squadron rushed fessor of mathematics; Ida Kruse Me- mathematics;
Britain Needs Recruits
German forces delivered an attack onto the enemy from the flank, sabred Farlane, special lecutrer; Arthur It music and art; Mabel Hobart, princi- next month of the many visitors who
The opponents of compulsory miliVan Home, professor of Latin and pal eighth grade; Hattie E. Patterson,
tary service in Great Britain momen on the French southern frontier yes- h gunners and routed the whole
Jeannette Ward, will be here for the annual convention
Bessie Watt, critic teacher, seventh grade;
were
librarian;
force.
tarily raised their heads in the house terday (Tuesday). They
fifth-sixth-B;
Man-gaand
Emma, Tamme, of the Fire Marshals' Association of
first and second grades; Esther
of commons today, but the premier pulsed and retired all along the line. J "The Germans ran like rabbits,
fifth-B- ;
Fifth-and North America. The convention will
fourth
York,
and
third
Mossy
critic
teacher,
information was given out by carding swords, helmets and clothing
reassured them. He said there was
fourth-A- .
meet September 11 and continue in
matron
La
Mabel
E.
Hall,
to
The
grades.;
official
haste
this
afternoon.
mad
the
the
bureau
in
this
escape
systheir
no intention of introducing
session
several days. The attend:inc
avenue
be
school
will
The
pro
Susie
Douglas
de
Whitaker,
folRamona;
One Casa
avenging Russian horsemen.
tem. He added, however, that Secre- text of the announcement is as
will include the heads of the fire deconducted
Jen
commercial
of
branches;
by:
fessor
Nizhni
all
lows:
who
of
Hussars,
j squadron
tary of War Kitchener needed all the
.:
Minnie Kohn, grade principal: Bar-th-a partments in many of the
"It Is officially announced that on are famous swordsmen, cut down 70 nie Pearl Hutchinson critic teacher,
recruits he could get It was a great
.
fourth-B- ;
citios
of the United States ami i
Pa
Kramer,
Mary
pea,
Harriette
Etfythe
seventh
grade;
on
their south- Germans without receiving a scratch
mistake to think, Premier Asquith de August 25 the French,
adai
fourth-Dovine
Teresa
and
thirdA;
Mann, critic teacher, eighth grade:
(Contlinued on Page Five.)
dared, that Great Britain wanted only j em frontier, were attacked in force
London,

reports made public In Vienna and transmitted from Berlin
at
by wireless to New York, declare that a battle of three days' duration
in
Austrian
vic
a
ended
in
Russian Poland,
complete
yesterday
Krasnik,
tory. The Russian forces were repulsed along tne entire troni ana are
in full flight in the direction of Lublin. This Is the first indication of an
Austrian advance into Russian territory.
'it was announced officrally"in""Perlin today thatLieutenant General
had been killed by a shell before Na,
Prince Frederic of
statement
23.
This
mur August
apparently clears up the identity of a
German nobleman who was reported yesterday and today as having lost
his life in battle.
A news dispatch received in London from Antwerp conveys the re.
sent an
port that the American minister to Belgium, Brand Whitlock, has
bombs
of
the
hurling
energetic protest to the German government against
into Antwerp from a Zeppelin airship.
Lond6n this morning received a news dispatch from Antwerp saying
that another raid on the city by a Zeppelin had been attempted last night
Measures taken by the Antwerp garrison, however, caused the airship to
retire.
A news dispatch from Paris says that in Lorraine the allied armies
have taken up a combined . offensive movement ana tnai me snuanun m
th Vosqes is unchanged. The battle continues in the region of tune Wile,,,,
where the French troops are said to be making progress.
A dispatch received In Rome from Vienna declares that Austria-Hunon
war
declared
has
Japan.
gary
Austrians
According to telegrams from Nish, Servia, the losses of the
in the battle of the Drina are given as 15,000 killed, 30,000 wounded and
15,000 prisoners.
Dispatches from the general staff at St Petersburg announce fresh
victories for Russia against both Germany and Austria. Russian troops
are now said to occupy the whole of the eastern and southern half of eastern Prussia. A news dispatch received In London from the Russian capital describes the Russian center composed of the great bulk of the Russian army, as marching "silently, but with terrible force" on Posen, in
Prussia.
Rome reports the receipt by the Italian government of a telegram
from General Conrad, chief of the Austrian staff, chracterlzlng as absoluteAustria-Hungarhas aggressive
ly without foundation the reports that
intentions against Italy.
News received in London from Ostend conveys the belief there that
a base of naval operations
Germany will occupy Ostend for use later as
the
66
miles
from
is
English coast.
Ostend
against England.
adThe American embassy at Rome, through the consuls In Italy, has
vised all Americans in Italy to return home while communication between
Europe and the United States is possible.
A bomb dropping exploit of a Zeppelin airship over Antwerp on the
international consid-erat!onight of August 24 promises to become a matter of
London.
to
advices
from
according
The Belgian royal family will abandon its temporary residence In
in the city. This step
Antwerp, establishing themselves In a secret place
is taken because the attack of the Zeppelin is said to have been directed

London, Aug. 26. Since the with
drawal of the allied armies to the de--'
feuse df the Prenoh frontier, virtually
no news has reached the public of
the military operations In southern
Belgium.
British Lose 2,000
to
the difficulty of compiling
Owing
a correct list along such an extended
front, no details of the British casualties, which Premier Asuith estimated
esterday at 2,000, have been receiv-
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GERMANY'S POSITION REGARDING

FORMER ACTRESS

A

NURSE

AUGUST

1914.

26,

CONDITIONS FOR MAXWELL TO BE
HOSTESS TO

RIFLE MEET

INVASION OF BELGIAN TERRITORY
r

American Commerce
Military Expert of tbe Chamber of German
in New York Explains Kaiser's Reasons for Sending Troops
info His Neighboring Nalion in Effort to Reach FranceHe
Declares Belgium Maintained Neutrality Against no Other
Nation than the Teutons, Being Friendly to France and
'
Belgium.
and fifth.
publicity has been given between the fourth,
The only course left open for Gerassertion that her neutralwas to anticiin
its
man's
wae
violated by Germany
ity
efforts to e ross her territory In an at- pate passage of troops through the
tack upon Trance. The military ex- "neutral territory"" of Belgium and to
U.ke possession of its fortresses. The
pert of tho Chamber of
Coinmerte, Incorporated, in New quick and precise strategic movements
York City, has written the following of its armies assured their success
statement of Germany's position in the and checkmated Frencby-EnglisIn Belgium.
matter in controversy. Doubtless the
readers of The Optic will be glad of an
Every government that seriously
cppcrtuiilty to learn German s reasons considers the Inviolability of Its bounfor invading Delglum, and the article daries, that desires to protect Its neuis pib'Vhed forthwith:
trality at any cost, takes measures
whose
to protect itself In all directions, Imfor
The sympathy
Belgium
neutrality was supposed to have been partially against all neighbors, as we
so brutally violated by Germany, find in the case of Holland and Switcreated by French and English tainted zerland. They are alert and ready for
reports antagonizing the American sell defense in their attitude to all
readers against the position taken by their neighbors.
It is otherwise with Belgium. BelGermany in the present crisis and
will
crumble
its
gium has never even tried to rely upon
mjalnst
military tacts,
to pieces and England's mission as he rself. Wooed for decades by French
"the protector in arms of a sacred and English politics, she always con
treaty" will he clearly understood If fided the maintenance of her neutral
a tew undisputable facts not brought ity to these powers.
out before are taken into consideraThis even went so far that French
tion.
ngineers, under the supervision of
the
Belgium Is fortified on Its German General Brialmont, constructed
General
Since
fortresses.
boundary, whereas it has neglected Belgian
during the last 30 years to take sim- Brialmont's retirement in 188(5 up to
ilar precautions to protect Itself the present time, French engineers
against Its French and English neigh-hers- . had charge of the modernization of
aU her forts. The entire Belgian army
There Is a secret
agreement, the real existence for the last 30 years has been under
of which was established at the
French instruction and Influence.
A glance at the map is sufficient to
of the Morocco struggles.
knowa
that the fortifications along at
time
realize
for
had
Germany
long
ledge of this agreement and acted ac- the Maas at Liege, Huy and Namur
would be of importance only in case
cordingly.
England decreed the mobilization of of German attack. There is not the
ltd army on the second of August, slightest trace of a fortification opsmarted the
of its posite the French boundary. Of all
transportation
troops to the continent on the night th? seaports of Belgium only Antwerp
between the third and fourth, sent its is fortified against a possible attack
ultimatum regarding the neutrality of by Holland. Hence it can clearly be
Belgium on the fourth of August, de Hnliiooi) fhnt TfpliHiim haa not for de
claring war on Germany in the night ludes counted on the necessity of pro- Worldwide

if

-

v,

...

.

f

ac-tio-

Princess Sa.arovitch Urevelranovicb
if Servia, formerly Eleanor Calhoun of
California, an American actress, is tak
ng an active part In organizing arm;
mrsea.

tetclng herself against France and
England, but rather counted on the assistance of these two governments In
case of hostilities.
It should be remembered with what
indignation the entire English aud
French press met Holland's intimation
that she Intended to modernize the
fortifications along the Schelde.
Surely Holland protects her neu
InRt F.nsrland too.
But if
been
had
fortifications
these projected
completed, access to Antwerp would
have been made difficult, if not im
possible, for an English army corps
lauding from the sea. Hence these
Dutch plans were regarded as hostile
to England.
But even this logic is easily underHow could Belgium, for Instood.
stance, have dared to fortify Ostende
against the British?
At the time that France and England openly disregarded the original
Mcrocco treaty (which disregard led
to the Algeciras conference) a treaty
t!'.t was guaranteed by the big powers
was
just as the neutrality of Belgium
showed
clearly
guaranteed Germany
that she would not permti herself to
b3 erased from the map on account of
agreement,
a private French-Englis-

War F 00c
Already the great European war is making itself felt right here
With production at a standstill abroad and

at

Europe Calling for Food

The war has just begun
What will the end be?
will notadvance in price

a food Europe

is now calling for

Grape-Nut-

s

Hade from wheat and barley, Grape Nuts has for 20 years proved
itself a dependable food for body and brain. It contains all the rich
nutriment of the grain, including the invaluable mineral phosphates
lacking in white bread, but necessary for sturdy health

for War and Peace

A food

friend delicious to taste, easily digested, richly nourishing, economical. Packed in sealed cartoons dust
and germ proof this food is always crisp and appetizing- - and
is

Grape-Nut- s

every-family'-

s

Price Same As Always
With

Grape-Nut-

s

food, you can laugh

There's

everywhere
at high prices and live well

a Reason'

EXPLAINS
ADJUTANT GENERAL
HOW THE TROPHIES WILL
BE AWARDED

ANNUAL PUMPKIN PIE DA? WILL
DRAW A HOST OF VIS-

Santa Fe. N. M Aug.
General Harry T. Herring announces
thrnneh "eeneral orders No. 2o tne
will
conditions, under which trophieB
The
be awarded various organizations.
Haeerman cup will be awarded to a
team consisting of five members of a
comnany or battery which has six
months enlisted service in an organi
zation previous to date of firing, dur
75 per
ing which a man must have
cent of duty required of members of
the organization. The competition Is
to be fired before November 15, 1914
and report submitted before Novem
ber 30. There will be ten shots each
at the following range: 200 yards, 300
yatds and 500 yards, in kneeling and
prone position. There will be rapid
fird at 200 yards, for one minute
kneeling or standing. The trophy to
b9 held for one year.
The Long Range trophy will b con
tested for by a team of 4 men, officers
or enlisted, who have 3 months serv
ice In the guard; same rules as to
dates. Firing will be first slow at 800
and then 1,000 yards, 10 shots each in
prone position. Trophy to be held one

The Raton Range says:
After a period of hesitation occa
sioned partly by tho memory of the
flood of rala Just year which made
Pumpkin Pie Day a financial and so
cial failure, the irrepressiWe people
of Maxwell met together last Friday
night and decided to celebrate this
year again in defiance of the elements
rnd every other possible obstruction.
The meeting was large and enthusias
tic, and everybody chipped In to In
sure to prepare financing of the ev
ent, and now the many In Raton who
look forward each year to Pie Day
at Maxwell may begin to make ready
for the event. The date set is Sep
tember 17.
Paste this little label In your hat,
people of Raton: "Maxwell Is there
every time." And occasionally you
might pull off your hat and look at
the Inscription. Raton Is a pretty, live
and ambitious town, but it can still
lerrn a few things from Sister" Max
well, who declares that Pie Day will
this year be bigger and better than
ever.

year.

Finished his dinner alone

that gave Morocco to France and
Egypt to England In defiance of all
previous arrangements. England then
openly appeared on the Bcene, offering her help and arms to France.
The German government is in possession of documents that were exchanged between the present commander of the British army, General
French, and the French secretary of
war, in which all the details of a landing of an English army expedition on
French and Belgian territory were discussed and settled. English transport
ships were ready to sail.
mill-itarA secret
agreement would have been called into action instantly (as happened
in the present war) just as soon as
Germany and France started hostilities.
No better proof could be offered of
the real existence of such a secret
agreement than the recent English
mobilization of the English army that
started on the
of 'August and In
the night between the third and the
fourth, the first transports of troops
had already left the English shores for
the continent.
The ultimatum regarding Belgium's
neutrality was forwarded to Berlin on
the fourth of August. And the war
on Germany was not declared before
the night between the fourth and the
n

The present season marks a decided
erep forward In the comfort and
of women's tailored suits,
nd the new Ideas are most delightfully expressed In Woolte'x coats, suits
and skirts.

ITORS

Captain's Dissertation Began to Full
Table, But Only Steward Heard
the Finish.
"Sickness at this season," said Captain Craig, "is a timely and absorbing
Here is a remarkable lnci
topic.
dent bearing on It.
"Once when I captained a smaller
and unsteadier boat than this I took
my seat- at the captain's table the
evening of our first day out, and was
enchanted to see that, though the
weather was a bit squally, the table
was full. So I said:
" 'Ladles and gentlemen, I congratu
late you. Here we are all together,
30 of us not a vacant place. Ah, the
menu!
Let me advise the entire 27
cf you to take the clear rather than
the thick soud Jt Is easier to digest.
As to the drinkables, mineral water Is
best, but a very light, dry claret used
In moderation couldn't hurt the weak
est one of our company of 25. Let me
repeat that it does truly rejoice my
heart In weather like this to see such
plucky sailors about me. Why, on
many a trip my table In similar conditions wouldn't number a dozen in
stead of Its present 15. Ah, here is
the fish! If you will choose the light
sole Instead of the rich turbot, I guarantee that ever one of our octette will
sleep thebetter for It. As to the next
course, T recommend the chicken,
rather than the pork. Steward, since
there are four of us, bring a larga
chicken, fresh grilled. I say, steward,
one moment. Change that order to a
half a chicken. That Is quite enough
for two. Or, no a quarter of a chicken will suffice. I shall finish my dlA
ner alone.' "
-

.

y

fifth.

prices of edibles here in America are going up by leaps and bounds.

There's one food that

STATE

26,-Ad-jutant

-

Gerroan-Amer-ira-

home.

NAMED

WooKex will help you decide
about your new suit

France, according to secret agree-nunt- ,
dispatched officers and troops to
Uege before the declaration of war,
in order to maintain the fort until the
French army of the north succeeded
in its formation south of Brussels.
Doesn't the statement of these facts
successfully replace miles of rtench
and English newspaper talk and correspondence?
Germany's boundary on the Belgian
side is unprotected and' not fortified.
Should Germany wait until England
and France, after a free passage
through Belgium, attack her unprotected right wing?
Germany had knowledge of the
Franco Belgian military agreements.
She knew of France's plans. The only
successful defence Germany could offer was to answer hack with attack.
If Germany could have taken for
granted that Belgium would defend
her neutrality against France and England as energetically
as she did
against the German empire, she would
have found, in the maintenance of
Belgium's neutrality, an efficient protection of her boundaries and would
surely never even have considered
adding Belgium to the number of her
enemies.
England declared emphatically that
she entered upon the present war "to
protect and uphold sacred treaties"
(meaning the neutrality of Belgium)
History teaches us that England considers such treaties "holy and sacred"
only as long as they protect Great
Britain's Interest as a world power.
Germany entered Into this war to
fight for her very existence, for her
position among the powers of the European continent, her position among
the nations of the world. And this
appeared to England to be the right
time to enter a confederation with
Slavs and Mongols in order to rid herself for all of her hated rival.
This may furnish the one and only
reason for England's appearance at
tho scene of "war not anxiety for Belgium's neutrality.

The Wooltex collection presents a
of Btyles, fabrics and
colorings; and Wooltex tailoring expresses the best workmanship known
to
garments.

rltasing variety

ready-to-we-

Price are quite moderate.
In studying

fashions for Fall,

be

bi:re to take time to Inspect thoroughly the handsome Wooltex garments
now exhibited in our store.
1047

Wooltex will answer your questions
as to what style to choose.

Copyrfzlir914
J
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Blick Co.

La VoM'LoadingStoro

&.&ose4iwaM 6 Son,
EiUUiahod. 186t

South SidoPlayi

The Store That Sells Wooltex
Coats

Suits

STATE FAIR AT DES MOINES
Des Moines, la., Aug. 26. The Iowa
atate fair opened here today under
favorable auspices and will continue
until September 3. The fair Is the
first to be held In the central west
this year and consequently Is attract
ing more than ordinary attention. The
management has been working hard
to have the exhibits above the average and the result is the largest and
best collection of agricultural, horticultural and live stock exhibits ever
shown here. The record breaking
crops throughout Iowa are expected
to contribute In large measure to the
success of the exhibition. The attendance promises to be unusually
large.

Skirts

GEORGIA

FARMERS

MEET

Albany, Ga., Aug 26 This city ia
entertaining for two days the annual
convention of the Georgia State Agricultural society. Progressive farmers from almost every county of the
state were in attendance when the
convention began its work today. The
two day program provides for the discussion of a wide variety of subjects
of common' Interest to those engaged
In agriculture.
W. T. Greene, llopklnton, N. H.,
following letter, which will
Interest every one who has kidney-trouble-.
"For over a year, Mrs. Greene

uritea the

bfd been afflicted with a very stul-tor- n
kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
Pills done more to complete her recovery than any medicine she has taFavorite Remedy for Diarrhoea
"About three years ago I had a se- ken and 1 feel it my duty to recomSchaefer and Red
rious attack of summer complaint mend them." O.
The doctor's medicine failed to bene- Cross Drug Co. Adv.
fit me, eo I sent for a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
BIG BRIEF FILED
Remedy upon the recommendation of
Santa Fe, Aug. 26. A thousand page
one of my neighbors. One dose of It
did me more good than all the other brief was filed today in the supreme
court in ihe case of State vs. Frank:
medicine I had used. I Improved rap-Idl-y
McKnight from Chaves county, who
and in a short time I was well," wa
convicted of manslaughter and
writes Mrs. May Higglns, Peru, Ind,
sentenced from eight to nine years In
For sale by all dealers Adv.
the penitentiary.
When "Tante' is acted In London
this season its title will be 'changed
Katherine Grey has the leading role
to "The Impossible Woman."
in "The Rule of Three."

Two View, of a Superb Dress Hat

SPEECH WITH THE PRESIDENT
Conversation Was Not Lengthy,
It Served the Purpose of
Little Judson.

But

Two friends of long standing met
one evening and engaged
In a reminiscent talk. Munroe had
apparently met everybody In the world
worth knowing, from Mrs. Pankhurst
to King George. As for little Judson,
he was clearly outclassed, and he felt
It keenly. He had always shone In
club gabfests, but on this occasion
Munroe had him down.
Suddenly,
however, his face- became Illuminated
with hope. "Ever meet the president,
Munroe?"
"Well, no, Judson; I'm sorry to saj
I have never met Mr. Wilson that is,
as yet. I admire him greatly, bul
every time I've been In Washington
he s been off traveling somewhere
Did you ever meet him?"
"Oh,
Judson
yes," announced
proudly. "Met him only a short tlmi
ago."

at the club

asx

--

-

I

"Where?"
"On the links."
"Did you engage In conversation
with him?"
"Well er In a way, yes. That Is
he spoke to me."
"Really? What did he gay?"

"Fore!" said little Judson.

Aa You Like It
Jimmy, who was no highbrow, had
gone all alone to see one of those outdoor performances of Shakespeare. Ha
wag telling his elders about It
"Some class to Shakespeare," said
Jimmy. "The show was fine."
"But what show was It?" asked
Jimmy's big sister.
"Let Ev'ybody Do to Suit Himself,"
replied Jimmy.

Another Meaning.
"Did that merchant fail to succeed?"
"Well, the way he and his family
all went to Europe after the failure,
looked Uke It."

MOTHINQ more unusual than our

11 old and honored friend in straw,

the leghorn hat, is employed in making this piece of real millinery, in
which exquisite design is matched
with exquisite workmanship.
An unusually clever milliner might
evolve almost an exact copy of this
hat from one of those line
leghorn "flats" which we hnve always known. She would have to substitute a caplike crown of rice net or
buckramette for the original crown,,
cut away an inch and a half from the
edge, and use the cutaway strip for
bordering the underbrlm and mount
to brim on the crown with the required extra headslze net cut out at
the front and right side.
Preparing a shape in this way is
not an easy matter, but the shape once
obtained ia easy enough to trim. Inasmuch as the upper brim and the top
crown are covered with lace this Is an
excellent model to choose for making
over a "flat" of leghorn that has become discolored or sunburned.

A very wide moire ribbon in nattier
blue is sewed about the brim edge,
and at the crown line. From there j
it la brought over the bandeau and
turned under the edge. The fulnesa!
is disposed of by gathering the rlbbonj
in at the crown line and at the edge."
It disposes itself in scant irregular
folds when sewed down to the hat.
After the ribbon is placed, a band of
leghorn (or other braid) is sewed
about the edge of the underbrlm, forming a border to the facing.
The top of the hat Is covered with a
wide chantllly lace In cream white,
which extends from the' center crown
to the edge of the brim.
A sash of ribbon with a cluster of
small chrysanthemums make the prettiest of trimmings for the top of the
hat. The upward curve of the brim
at the left forms the natural resting
place for a full bow of ribbon
hanging over the hair.
For a youthful face abgfof this
kind forms a bewitcjffng background.
JU-lwith---en-

A

BOTTOM LEY.
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the educational world.
Moore, for 19 years
president of Greenville and Tusculum,
the oldest college In Tennessee, and
which waa attended by Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N.
White, is also down for a short ad
dress, ad are a number of other speak
ers of prominence.
in

PROMINENT MEN
WILL ADDRESS

TEACHERS
PROGRAM

FOR

CONVENTION
ALBUQUERQUE IS NEARLY

IN

STREAM MEASUREMENT

EXTENSIVE IN STATE

COMPLETED

Santa Fe, Aug. 26. The committee
in charge of the work of securing
speakers for the educational convention week in Albuquerque the latter
part of November today completed its
work, having received acceptances
from 'men of prominence and eloquence who have been asked to make
addresses.
Edwin R Craighead, president of
the University of Montana at
will hold forth on "Institutional
Bay," which will be Tuesday of
Thanksgiving week. He will Bpeak
en "The State's Obligation to Its In
stitutions."
He is a Missourian by
birth and a post graduate of Vander-bllt- ,
Leipzig and Paris.
Michael Vincent O'Shea, professor
at the University of Wisconsin, is a
native of Illinois and has made ex
tensive studies abroad of the Euro
pean system of education. He is a
strong man personally amd is also a
brilliant speaker.
Another strong card for Albuquer.
que will be an address by W. H.
Mace of Cornell, the well known his
torian and author, who will speak to
the Arizona educational convention
following his visit to Albuquerque; In
fact he is the chief speaker at ttie
latter meeting.
L. D. Coffman, professor of educa
tion at the University of Illinois,
young, brilliant and aggressive, has
aiso consented to deliver two ad
dresses. He is a native of Indiana
and has made himself quite a record
Mis-eoul-

How to Get Rid

.

up. Jeremiah

Of Skin Trouble

COST
OF INVESTIGATIONS
NEW MEXICO YEARLY IS
17,748.94

IN

AUGUST

You.

Po many peoplo fuss in despair over stubborn skin alUictiona that some rules laid
down In connection with the use of S. 8. 3.
for the blood will be of great value. These
are outlined In a hand book, finely Illustrated, of the many variations In skin
troubles. It tells how to overcome them.
If yon have been fighting some blood
trouble, some skin disease, call It eczema,
lupus, psoriasis, malaria, or what you will,
ask at any drug Btore for a bottle of S. S. 3.
and you are then on the road to health.
The action of this remarkable remedy Is
cerjust as direct, just as positive, justsunas rises
tain in its Influence as that the
In tbe East. It is one of those rare medical forces which act in the blood with the
same degree of certainty that Is found In
The manner in
all natural tendencies.
which It dominates and controls the mysterious transference of rich, red, pure arterial blood for the diseased venous blood
la marvelous.
There la scarcely

a community anywhere
but what has its living example of the
wonderful curative ejects of 8. 8. 8. Get
a bottle of this famous remedy today, and
If your case Is stubborn or peculiar, writs
to Medical Dept., The Swift Specific Co.,
635 Swift Bid., Atlanta, Ga. Do not permit anyone to talk you Into ft
ubetitute for S. 8. S. .

RASH DISFIGURED

h

'BOUTS FACE

nection with the National
Banner centennial celebration. The
Very Scaly. Itched
will be held on the Patapsco
and Caused Child to Scratch. Cuti-cu- ra rt'gatta
river course. The course measures
Soap and Ointment Healed. one mile straightaway and all the
-aces will be rowed at this distance.
San Martin, Cal. "I used Cutlcura Soap
The program is made up of 18 evand Ointment on my child's face for a had
rash, alio on his scalp which was very scaly.
ents, as follows: Junior single sculls,
The rash disfigured him for the time being. intermediate single scuIIb, association
It itched and caused the child to scratch It. senior
single sculls, senior single
He also had an eruption on his scalp. When
putting him to bed I would wash his face sculls. Junior double sculls, intermeand scalp with Cutlcura Soap and then use diate double
sculls, senior double
the Cuticura Ointment. Be slept well after
senior
double
sculls (140 pound
sculls,
the treatment and there were no tiiras of
e
the eruption afior a few months.". (Signed) class), junior quadruple sculls,
Mrs. I. K. Clark, May 14, 1U14.
senior
sculls,
quadquadruple
ruple sculls, junior fouroared gig, inECZEMA OVER ARM AND HAND
termediate
gig, senior fourshell
622 S. Topeka St., Wichita, Kan. "The oared shell, senior
eczema first commenced hi my head and Cl4it pound class), junior eight-oarewont up my arms and swelled dreadfully.
intermediate eight-oareshell
It came as fine pimping and then became a shell,
shell.
crust over my arm and hand. It Itched and and senior eight-oareStar-Spangle-

Also on Scalp.

Santa Fe, Aug. ZO.The importance
that the hydrographic work, especially
in the way of stream measurements?,
is assuming in New Mexico and Arizona, is apparent from the annual
statement received today from Washington, D. C, by Hydrographer Glenn
A. Gray,
it shows that the federal burned so that it kept me awake at night,
I
suHertxl with the burning and itching
POLITICS IN BAY STATE
expenditures for toe office at Santa forjust
throe weeks.
Fe during the last fiscal year amountEoston, Aug. 26. The past ten Jays
"Then a friend told me to get Cutlcura
ed to $7,748.94, or more than at any Soap and Ointment and use them freely. have witnessed the complete formaother station in the United States. I washed with the Cuticura Soap and then tion of the lines for the annual fall
used the Cuticura Oint ment and In a week
and the
expenditures in I could see It was doing mo good. I soon politieM baltle in Massachusetts. This
which the states of New Mexico and could peel the dry skin off my hand and
tr'c is now the only one In the union
h " t elects a
Arizona Join, to $22,967.27, or more arm and now I am completely healed and
complete list of state
have not been
sinco."
(Signed)
than at any other station except at Mrs. M. P. Wood,bothered
j officers
each year. This year there Is
Jan. 20, 1914.
Honolulu.
no fight for the gubernatorial nomina-- .
The Santa Fe office last
Samples Free by ZZz'd
Hon in any of the three leading paryear gave employment to 16 men and
Although Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cutimaintained 102 gauging stations, of cura
In fact the only state ticket
ties.
Ointment (50c.) are sold thron ;liout
which 46 had automatic gauges. There the world, a sample of each with 32-- Skin ttlurein a fight Is promised In the
were taken 1,231 measurements. The Book will be sent free upon request.
primaries next month is that of the
d
"Cutlcura, Dept. T, IlOBttu.".
lotal expenditures for stream measrepublicans. Governor David Walsh is
urements in the United States last
unopposed for renomination on the
year amounted to about a quarter toddled contentedly in the grand democratic ticket. Former Congress
march while many thousands of spec man Samuel W. McCall will he named
million dollars, or to be exact, $238
019.85.
tators, fascinated by the moving pan by the republicans for the governororama, looked on with sympathetic ship and Joseph Walker will be the
eya Many watched the parade from nominee of the progressive party. The
Sour Stomacn
If you are troubled with this com the hotel piazzas and the roofs of the democratic and progressive tickets
plaint you should take Chamberlain's cottages and buildings adjacent to from the governorship down have been
Tablets, being careful to observe the Ocean avenue. It was estimated that settled upon already, so that so far as
directions with each bottle. You are the throng of spectators was one of the state ticket goes the contests at
certain to be benefited by them If you the largest gathered In Asbury park the primaries will be confined to the
give them a triaL Sold by all deal- on any similar occasion.
republican candidates. In addition to
ers. Adv.
a complete state ticket the progresKeep your Ltver Active During the sives have filed papers in practically
BACK TO PRISON
all of the. congressional districts.
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
Santa Fe, Aug. 26. Governor McTablets for Sluggish Liver and -Donald today issued a requisiiton on
Constipation
$100 Reward, $100
the governor of Texas for Robert
It does beat all how quickly Foley
The readers of this paper will be
Howe, who is to be released shortly Cathartlo Tablets liven your liver and pleased to learn that there is
at least
from the Texas penitentiary at Hunts-vill- overcome constipation.
Ney Oldham, one dreaded disease that science has
to which he had been sentenced VVImberley, Texas, says. "Foley Ca been able to cure in all its
stages, and
from El Paso in the spring of 1911. thartic Tablets are the best laxative that Is Catarrh. Hall s
Catarrh Cure
Sheriff Julius Meyer is designated as I ever used. They take the place of is the only
positive cure now known
agent to bring Howe back to Tor calomel." Wholesome, stirring ani to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
rance county, where he is to answer
cleansing. No griping. A comfort to ing a constitutional disease, requires
at Estancia to the charge of being stout
constitutional
treatment.
Hall's
persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
implicated in the horrible murder of Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Catarrh, Curs U taVen internally, act
two Santa Fe special agents near Abe
ing directly upon the blood and muwho were killed by a gang that had
has begun his east cous surfaces of the system, thereby
William
Hodge
been robbing freight cars. One mem
ern tour in "The Road to Happiness." destroying the foundation of the disber of that gang was pursued by a
and giving the patient strength
esa," is soon to be produced In Lo ease,
posse as far as the brakes of the Rio
up the constitution and
by
building
Grande below El Paso, where he was Angeles.
assisting nature in doing its work.
killed.
The proprietors have so much faith
APGAR CASE CLOSED
in its curative powers that they offer
federal
26
In
the
Santa Fe, Aug.
BABY PARADE
ASBURY PARK'S
One Hundred Dollars for any case
court today the bankruptcy case of
Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 26. Babies
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
was
from every nook and corner of the Stuart A. Apgar.of Las Vegas
testimonials.
dam
ta
the
closed.
Plaintiff,
land held feBtal holiday and high ordered
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., ToEidson vs. the Vicrf vel In Asbury park today. It was age case of Beryl
O.
ledo,
was
given
the day of the annual baby parade. tor American! Fuel company,
Sold
by Druggists, 75c.
a motion for
Dressed in their best raiment the lit to September 8 to file
Take Hall's Family pills for constito
so
as
tle ones paraded the ocean front this leave to amend complaint
in order pation. Adv..
afternoon and were received by Queen show diversity of citizenship
court jurisdiction.
Tltania (Miss Virginia Hope Kelsey) to give the federal
DEMAND FOR HOGS
and her maids in the court of honor.
Chicago, Aug. 25. In the hog mar
and
needless
endure
pain
ttie
Don't
Almost every variety of Infantile pre
torment of rheumatism, aggravated as ket today there was an active demand
cocity was represented In the procesfor prime light stuff and the top
the hot weather. W. T.
sion, from the infant terrible subdued it is by
touched
Western steers were
$9.40.
suf"I
Nicholson, Ga., says:
and tractable, under the Influence of
in demand, while native cattle were
rheumaof
and
aches
the
pains
appalling environment, and rising in fered
of plain stock and not much deslredi.
swollen feet, irregular painful
graduated stage to maturer juvenility, tism,
Sheep and lambs were easy to buy.
Pills
which, under .pressure, was permitted bladder action, but Foley Kidney
to assume "trouserloons." and long fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
skirts. There were nearly 1,000 good best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
Foley
Adv.
Co.
humored tots in the pageant and they Drug
who was down on her back with kid
four-oare-

d

four-oare- d

d

d

j

p.

ss

post-car-
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J D, T, Hosklns,
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Vice-Preside-nt

INTEREST PAID ON

TINIER

Cashier.

DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
-
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government of the Indefinite post
ponement of the International Pan- American Students
congress, which
waa to have been opened here next
month. Those In charge of the ar
rangements decided that it would be
advisable to call the congress off on
account of t,he European war and the
probability that in consequence of the
war the gathering would be poorly attended.
Had Trouble With Her Stomach
"About four years ago I began to
have trouble with my stomach and
found it necessary to eat sparingly,'
writes Mrs. Bernice Wyandt Lima,
Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy

$30,000.00

Office with tbe San Miguel National Bank

feeling
WM. Q. HATDOK
H. W. KXLLT
.

HOBXINi.

--

Tle

Fre4idenl
president

.Vraaiarw

,

Interest PeJd On Deposits

Horre-Mad-

Fi'tsr.

d
large, common flower pot Is
over at the bottom, the opening
and all, with a piece of clean flannel
or of zinc gauze. Over this put a
layer of coarse gravel about three
Inches deep and over tbe gravel a layer of white sand of the same depth.
Above the sand put four Inches of
charcoal, broken In fragments.
If
possible, use animal charcoal. Lay
over the top a clean, fine sponga that
covers it, or if you have not a sponge
a layer of clean flannel. The top layer, whether of flannel or sponge, la
to be made sterile by frequent wash
ings and boiling, set the niter In a
wooden frame and under It put a
clean vessel to receive tbe water as it
comes through the filter.

A

coy-ere-

Plunkvllle Newt.
"Yea, my son Is going' to spend

a few
days in the city."
"He'll git bunkoed sure."
"Well, he's sure of carfare home.
He's wearing a $10 bill underneath a
porous plaster on his chest"

h

DON'T WAIT

Take Advantage of An East LasVegaa
Citizen's Experience
When the back begins to ache.
Don't wait until backache become
chronic;
Til kidney troubles develop;
'Til urinary troubles destroy night'a

rest

Profit by an East Las Vegas citizen's experience.
Mrs. S. North, 905 Tilden Ave., East
Las Vegas, says: "I have used Doan's
Kidney Pills off and on when I have
needed them and so has another of
our family. Doan's Kidney Pills were
recommended to us by a doctor while
we were visiting in Harrishurg, Pa,
Having twice before publicly recommended Doan's Kidney Pills, I am
glad to acknowledge their worth. We
have found them to be a reliable remedy for relieving backache and other
troubles, .caused by disordered kidneys."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't
simpl yask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Mr.-North l ad. i'oster-MilburCo,
Props., Buffalo, N. t.
.
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GOAL AH D WOOD

e

HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHO LESA I, E AND RETAIL

1

taSafcMaS

Las Vegas Joins Big National
Sales Campaign
Electric
S
JC?
27th
offers,
pany
beginning

The Hofpoint

Healing Com
August

new Electric Toaster

at reduced price.

4

Adv.

STUDENTS' CONGRESS OFF
Santiago, Chili, Aug. 26. Official
announcement Is made by the Chilian

f

present makes shipments unprofitable,
ustrla is the source of the largest
supply of Imitation stones. American
concerns may profit by the stoppage
Foley's Honey ana Tar. It spreads a of this supply.
healing soothing coating as It glides
down a raw tickling throat, and stops
Boys, Look Out for Green Apples
Irritating coughs and colds. O. O.
Lester
Wolroth had a very severe
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
attack of cholera morbus brought on
Adv.
by eating green apples. His mother,
Mrs. Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
RETIREMENT OF. GENERAL
says, "I was advised to give him
Aug. 26. Brigadier
Washington,
Chamberlain's
Colio, Cholera and
General George Andrews, adjutant
Diarrhoea Remedy, which. I did, and
on
was
the
army,
general of
placed
the relief from the first was very
the retired list today on account of
great After taking three doses he
having reached the age limit of 64 was all
righL" For sale by all deal-eryears. General Andrews has had a
Adv.
long and brilliant career and Is one of
the best known officers of the army.
He Is a native of Rhode Island, In
LOST CANADIAN GOLD MINE
which state he was born In 1850. He
was graduated from the United States
Archdeacon Whitaker a Missionary In
military academy in 1876, and served
the North Relate Story
as eeeond lieutenant, first lieutenant
He Heard.
'n- t:nd captain of the Tweniy-flftEdmonton, Canada. Headed by
fantry until February, 1898, a pjrlod
Bishop Lucas, who has had 23 years
if 22 years, when he was transferred
to the adjutant general's department experience In the Anglican mission
fields of the North, and Archdeacon
with the rank of major. He reached
Whitaker, a close second with 19
t'.ie grade of colonel in 1902.
Ten years in the same field, a
party of ten
years later he was made adjutant gen have left Edmonton for the North.
eral t'nd advanced to the rank of l.ri- Archdeacon Whitaker relates a rer general.
markable story of a lost gold mine between Fort McPherson and Herschel
Island. According to Mr. Whitaker traCITROLAXI
dition says that a great number of
years ago a party of nine men, one ol
CITROLAX I
them an old C. P. R. surveyor, found a
CITROLAXI
s
It a laxative of course and the gold mine which was stated to be of
fabulous value among the mountains
nicest hot weather drink you ever in that
vicinity. They made elaborate
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleas geographical notes so that
they would
antly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N. be able to find It again, and then reY., says:
"Have used laxatives for turned with the object of making the
15 years but this Citrolax has got necessary arrangements to work the
mine.
everything else beat a mile.". Try It
On the way out, each of them heavO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
ily laden with the precious metal, proCo. Adv.
visions ran short and seven died. The
two survivors of the party organized
another party, but the geographical
DIAMOND PRICES TO SOAR
calculations were lost In the meantime
New York, Aug. 62. Another
and all attempts to locate the mine
which is likely to be affect- ended In failure.
ed by the "war prices" is diamonds.
Marie Doro has been selected to be
They have not advanced In price yet,
but further Importation of the precious John Drew's leading lady in his w w
stones will be retarded for some time, play the "Prodigal Husband," sou to
according to the New York dealers. be produced in New York.
Some importers say that no rise will
come for a while because of the fact
that lar-gpurchases were made
abroad for the American account be
fore the new tariff went into effect.
Others declare that the stock now in
MOST
the United States has reached a very
low pcint. That a scarcity of diamonds will prevail here in the event
of a long war appears certain, however. lt-ttne London syndicate-whi- ch
is said to control the .world's
supply, will not take rough stones
from the African mines during the
European war. Belgium cuts 75 per

neys so sore he had to help her move.
He says, "She would cry with pain
across her kidneys, but after she took
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
she was as well and strong as ever."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug

PAID IN

100,OOO.M

ft,

c nt of the world's diamonds, aad Holland ranks second. Insurance just at

Hut-clen-

CAPITAL

CAPITAL STOCK

THREE

"Stay-at-home-

mter-nediat-

SURPLUS

I. M. Cunningham, preside
Frank Springer,

1914.

MANY EVENTS IN REGATTA
"
Sufferers of Hay Fever
raltimorc-- , Aug. 26. The program
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Fohas been completed for the twenty-fiftley's Honey and Tar Compound
annual regatta of the Middle
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
State Regatta association, which Is from choking, gasping asthma and torto be held here on Labor Day In con- menting hay fever for those who take

e,

A Handsome Skin Book Free
That Will Guide

26,

In

my stomach after eating

was most uncomfortable. I was
also annoyed by frequent headaches

that

After taking a number of medicines
without benefit I got a bottle of
Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
were Just the thing. Two bottles of
them rid me ot this complaint" For
sale by all dealers, Adn

"EL TOSTO" FORMERLY SOLD FOR $4.

"EL TOSTO" IMPROVED STYLE $3.50

THE NEW "EL TOSTO". GREATLY IMPROVED

INEFFICIENCY-STYLE-EVERYTHIN-

Q

costs less to operate, will make enough nice golden brown
toast for five people for ONE CENT
toasts faster than the old style
is better in every way
more handsome in appearance
costs 50c less to buy
is the little wonder worker for you.
The Saturday Evening Post of Aug, 37th has a big center page advertisement- inserted by the Hotpoint Company at cost of $n,ooo
which describes the big features of the new Electric Toaster. Read
itl Come in and look at our stock of El TostosWe'II be pleased
to demonstrate EI Tosto to you. "At your Service."

THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY

LA

ESTABLISHED

I.2IPR

1879

CO.

(Incorporated)
M. PADGETT

fix Months (in advance)
One Tear (In arrears)
Six Months (in arrears)
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Editor.

Chicago,

Aug. 26.
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7. 00
3.50
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FNGLISH GUNNER WAS COOL IN
ACTION WITH GERMAN
CRUISER

0

(Cash In Advancs for Mail
Subscriptions.)
London, Aug. 26. Wireless Operator
Remit by check, draft or money
not
will
we
11
otherwise
sent
Wder.
Marsden of the British cruiser Glou
be responsible for loss.
cester, which pursued the German
Specimen copies free on application. icruisersi Goeben and Breelau amnog the
oi;ian Islands, wrote an account of
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
chase to his mother. He sald:
tin
"
EXPIRATION OF TIME
and
four
lasted
"Tbe chase
days
PAID FOR ,r
nithts, during which our gunner in
dulged In some long range shots at
Advertisers are guaranteed the the Breslau. After missing the first
largest daily and weekly circulation shot at 11,000 yards, he spat bn 4he
f any newspaper in northern New second shell for lucii and it carried
Hex lea
cway half of the Breslau's funnel.
Ti en Uie gunner repeated the operation on the third shot, which cleared
TELEPHONES
the Breslau's quarter deck and put
Maln
Business Office
Main 2 het aft gun out of action.
Nsws Department
"The cruiser fired 30 shots in return. Two of them smashed boats on
AUGUST 26. 19H. the davits on the Gloucester's upper
M EDXKSDAY,
Jeck. Our ship narrowly escaped deTHE KE. UIJLICAN TICKET struction from a torpedo fired by the
,J
la nominating B. C Hernandez for ;oeben.
for
Williams
H.
r.gress and Hugh
com-- i
i mber of the state corporation
convenstate
ARMED GUARDS ARE
tsion the republican
n selected two men who will receive
TOTTEN
ihe united support of every republican

'

voters. That
jority of the Independent
of a not
ballots
the
receive
they will
iiiconsiderahle number of democrats
as well Is a certainty.
Mr, Hernandez is a native son of
New Afexico. He knows conditions in
the new state as few men know them
and will make an able representative
for Xew Mexico when he is seated in
congress. He has had a long record

NLCLSSM;

BEEMPLOYERS' COMMITTEEMEN
LIEVES THEY DO GOOD WORK
IN STRIKES

San Francisco, Aug. 26. The carrying of fire arms by guards employed
to protect the property of employers
labor was designated an
of
act
of
good
by Chris Totten,
judgment
has
and
deported
as a public officer,
himself with credit. The people of chairman of the employers' committee
of Stockton, In testimony before the
in
can rest

giving
assured,
the state
him their support, that they are casting their ballots for a man capable in
very respect of discharging the duties, of a congressman in a most ca
pable manner; a man who will look
after the interests of New Mexico and
her people at Washington.
Hugh Williams' record as corporation commissioner not only entitles
him to a renomination at the hands
at
of the republicans, fcut
the hands of the voters of the state
as well. Mr. Williams has done much
to make the work of the corporation
commission effective and has taken a
leading part in its activities. He is
csrable and a hard worker and has
had the experience necessary for
membership on one of the state's most
Important boards. The people of New
Mexico will show by their ballots
November that they wish him to
cor Unue his work.

WHY

"IS

BKAUTV It.YltKED?

The Castle High school Is one of
tbe'most substantial and best equipped
schools' In the state, and probably in
the southwest Erected at a cost of
$35,000 it seems' to lack nothing that
a wise and provident board can supply.
Hut sitting as It does, isolated and
regal, the barreness of its grounds Is
In strong contrast to the beauty of the
huilding. While the board of education Is deciding whether to add a
course in domestic science to Its curriculum, it would be well for It to think
eriously of the vast advantages to
te derived In the way of adding to the
civ ic beauty of Las Vegas by parking
the grounds, laying wide lawns interspersed with flower beds, and placing
at ornamental fence around them.
WILL BUILD DYKE

26,

1914.

FREDERICKS

JOHNSON'S

BUSHEL

Excited by predictions that the European war would
be long drawn out, the wheat market
soared today and' a half hour before
the close was seven to eight cents,
than yesterday's close. Dehigher
Ice
at
toff
East
at
the
pos
Entered
cember
wheat sold at S 1.1 5 and that
o
trans-isslIA
Vesaa, New Mexico for
for delivery next May at $1.21.
States
United
the
through
little grain was actually
Very
alia as second class matter.
bought and sold. The purchase of
50,000 bushels of May wheat alone
was sufficient to advance the price
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
None cared
2 cents near the close.
Dally, by Carrier
and longs
cereals
the
sell
to
short,
06
rer Copy
16 were in no hurry to take profit.
Oae Week
6&
One Month
Dill Phillips' InJianapolis team has
One Year
from a bad plump and 13
recovered
Dally, by Mail
iu the Federal liaue.
00
climbing
$6
ti;am
One Tear (In advance)
J.

AUGUST

RECEIVES
TION

WAR IN EUROPE BRINGS UP PRICE
OF THE FARMER'S PRODUCTS

Publish

by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING

WEDNESDAY,

SERVIAN PRINCES TAKE THE FIELD

WHEAT GOES UP TU

IHE DAILY OPTIC

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

non-unio- n

commis
federal industrial relations
sion today.
Mr. Totten
had admitted that
guards were recruited in San Francisco
for Importation to Stockton and that
some of them, were arrested there.
Previous witnesses had testified that
the guards were armed with pick handles, black jacks and firearms.
The guards were not employed, Mr.
Totten Insisted, until local authorities
had failed to protect the rights of employers affected by the strike.
J. B. Dale, an organizer for the
stite federation of labor, declared on
the stand that union workmen In
Stockton were ready to arbitrate any
question except that of the right of
union iabor to organize. The question
associations
of employers'
dealing
with detective agencies, on which subwas especially
ject the'commlsslon
empowered to obtain evidence, was
Mr. Totten. He declintaken up
ed to discuss the matter until advised
by Chairman Walsh that congress was
desirous of such enlightenment. Then
Mr. Totten admitted that the association d:d have dealings with San Francisco agents.-

FARLEY IS IN ROME
Rome, Aug. 25 (via Paris, Aug. 26).
Cardinal Farley of New York, accompanied by Monsignor Patrick J.

Hayes and John Edwards" and the
Rev. Thomas D. Carroll, went to St.
Peters' today and were received by
Monsignor Guiseppe de Diaogno, administrator of the Basilica. They
prayed before the tombs of the apos
tles and then descended into the crypt
to pay last homage before the resting
place of Pope Pius X. They remain
ed there deeply engrossed In prayer
for a 'long time.

Rert Daniels is hitting at a lively
Santa Fe, Aug. 26. J. W. Johnson
of the state engineer's office will clip with the Cincinnati Reds, but his
leave on Friday for Hillsboro, Sierra throwing Is weak. The former Yan-k- (
performer has a bum whip
county, to take up the construction
the long tosses from the
hinders
trat
to
of a dyke
protect Sierra county's
outfield.
destructive
floods.
from
capital

WILL BE

A:

NOMINAREPUBLICAN
FOR CALIFORNIA
GOVERNOR

c

nt

ON

OPPONENT

San Francisco, Aug. 26 Returns
coming in slowly from yesterday's primary have not changed the results
indicated last night that John D.
Fredericks, republican, will oppose Hiram W. Johnson, incumbent progressive, for the governorship in the
November election; that Francis J.
Heney has won the progressive-democratinomination.
Today's returns kept Samuel M.
Shortridge In the lead over Joseph
R. Knowland for the republican nomifor the senate. The outstandnation
,
i
Vl
ing feature of the balloting Is the
achievement of John M. Eshleman,
progressive candidate for lieutenant
governor, In capturing also the repubLeft to right: Crown Prince Alexander, his brother, Prince George, lican nomination. Progressive manand an army officer.
agers assert that Eshelman's vote in
dicates the real progressive strength
demGERMAN PRINCE FALLS in the state while republican andEshle- WESTERN REFINERS
ocratic managers declare that
man's following Is personal rather
WIN BIG VICTORY BEFORF NAIIUR FORTS than, partisan.
Today's early returns reversed last
figures on the republican nom
night's
FREDERIC
OF SAXE MEININGEN
AS A RESULT OF RATE CHANGES
ination for United States senator, givKILLED BY AN EXPLODING
THEY WILL MAKE MORE
ing .Tose.ph R. Knowland a long lead
SHELL
PROFITS
over Samuel M. Shortridge.

kv

AMERICANS

ARRIVING

EVERY VESSEL

THEY ARE GETTING
ROPE,

OUT OF
MANY COMING IN

EU- -

THE STEERAGE
New York, Aug. 26. Nearly 1,500
Americans stranded to Europe at the
outbreak of the war, reached New
York today on the Scandinavian line
steamer Oscar II from Copenhagen
and the Italian liner Taormlna from
Genoa, Parlmo and Naples. The Oscar II brought In 1,104 passengers, of
whom 784 came in the steerage. Nearly all were Americans. The Taormlna
had 768 aboard and Beveral hundred of
these were Americans. Sixty-seveAmericans came in the Taormina's
steerage.
Among the ships sailing from New
York was the Wilson liner Francisco
with two 4.7 caliber rifles mounted on
her rear deck. These, her officers
say, are merely a saluting battery.
Her destination is Hull.

time

requires,

first a good time
piece, second it
must be in good
running order. .

n

WE

CflTH

YGU

OFFER

First Class Time Pieces
First, Class Repairing
At

Antwerp Is Excited
Antwerp (via Paris), Aug. 26. All
the American tourists have left for
home by way of Holland and Eng
606 Douglas Ave.
land. The majority of American resi
ab
dents are remaining. Business is
Out of Town Work Solicited
solutely at a standstill though hopes
are entertained that their affairs will
be reopened if the river Scheldt re
mains free.
The royal family is showing special
interest in the welfare of the people
The young Princess Marie Josie, to
give the people confidence, appears
on the streets twice flawy.
Queen Elizabeth busies herself with
Red Cross work-- . American interests
are being carefully protected by the
All Germans have left
authorities.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the city. The author of this dispatch
Kansas
City, August 26 Hogs, re
is not permitted to telegraph war
Market steady. Bulk $9
7,000.
ceipts
news.
S.20; heavy r$9.l59. 25; packers
ard butchers ?9.109.27; lights

Berlin, Aug. 2. (by wireless to the
Associated Press, by way of Nauen
and Sayville, U I.) According to of ft
CURRENT MAGAZINES
c!al announcement today Lieutenant
Prince Frederic of Saxe Melnlngen
was killed by a shell before Namur,
How to Bring Up a Dog
August 23.
In the current issue of Farm and
No news of the situation in the east
ern and western fronts of Germany Fireside appears an article entitled
"Some Dog Tralniag Hints for Chilhas been given out today. :
I
dren." The author says that there are
Trlnce Frederic of Saxe Melnlngen three things necessary for the successwar born in 1861. He was the third ful bringing up of any dog a quiet,
son of George, late Duke of Saxe pleasant voice, patience and persever'4'
..4...
to 4...
Meiningen. He was married in 1889 ance. He says that It Is wrong
BOXERS
WITH
THE
him
to
make
obey except
to Adelaide. Princess of Llppu, and strike a dog
In extreme cases. The animal's intelhad six children.
ligence is limited and if when training
Battling Levinsky has started his
Joe Fox, the Brooklyn boxer, has him to do a. certain thing the voice fall campaign, which probably means
will that Bat intends to
fight six or eight
sprung a new one on the boxing world. grows louder and louder the dog
w
He gets his fighting inspiration from become confused, ill cower down and times a week.
to obey. If, however, you firmly
encouraging words spoken by his fath- refuse
"It Pays to Advertise," a farce by
er and mother who sit at the ringside and without show of impatience re- Roi Cooper Meghrue and Walter Hackat every bout in which he takes part, peat over and over again what you ett, will be presented In New York
wish him to do he will gain confidence
on Labor day.
and understand. In the following exAnnouncement Is made that Elsie
tract taken from the article the author
HAY BE NAVAL BATTLE
DECORATIONS TAKEN
tells how he taught his dos to keep Ferguson will be seen this season in
out of the dining roomj when the fam- a new play by Austin Strong called
' The Dragon's Claw."
AWAY FROM ENEHIES
OFF ALASKAN COAST ily was at the table:
"It took exactly one luncheon hour
Chauncey Olcott is to be seen this
to accomplish this, but I made up my season In a new play written for him
GERMAN
RUSSIA DEPRIVES
BRITISH AND GERMAN CRUISERS mind in advance that my luncheon by Rachel Crothers, 'called "The Heart
OF INSIGNIA OF
ARE REPORTED IN THOSE
wotold be more or less interrupted. of Paddy Whack."
HER ARMY
WATERS
Mollie King is to play the leading
Before I went to the table I set him
down firmly outside the door.
He role in support of Sam Bernard in
Loudon, Aug. 26. The St. Peters-Time- s
Ketchikan, Alaska, Aug. 26. Coal ran in as soon as I was seated and "The Belle of Bond Street," which
of the
burg correspondent
en route to this port on board the tried to climb into my lap. 1 took ih begin its seasou In Pittsburgh
says:
Canadian Pacafic freighter Princess him and looked directly into his eyes soon.
end said gravely: 'No, mo, Pat,' and
After ending its New York engage"Military circles are much impress
to the Northland dock
ed by an order dismissing the Ger- Ena, consigned
placed him in the next room again. ment on September 5 the "Ziegfleld
man and Austrian sovereigns and from Port' Ketchikan, was seized by This .performance was repeated more Fi Hies" will visit some of the eastern
princes from honorary colonelshlps in the British government at Prince Ru than a dozen times, and each lime he cities and then start on a tour of the
Russian regiments and depriving them pert yesterday and is being loaded looked penitent when I Baid 'No, no;' south.
of Russian decorations.
there on hoard the British cruiser but I finally made him understand
"This has never been done in any Rainbow.
that I had nothing against him, but
Fishermen say the German
wanted him to keep out Now he sits extracts from 'Elizabeth,' and they apwan. The emperor nas positively for
cruiser Leipzig is cruising about Dixon on
idea of
the threshold during every meal peared so interested that the
wear
Ger entrance and within ut miles of
bidden Russian officers to
not
did
'visits'
the
published
having
and never offers to budge until I snap
man and Austrian decorations. These Prince
all. So
Rupert.
so
seem
after
preposterous
extreme measures were decided on at
The British hospital ship Prince my fingers."
we sent them to the London World,
a special council held In Moscow and
came to this port yesterday
George
where
they appeared ananyniously.
How Elinor Glyn Wrote Her First
are due to the alleged inhuman treat- and asked to have
her tanks filed with
And after they had been running a
Book
ment of Russian subjects by Germans fuel oil.
me
Deputy Collector of Customs
"How did I com to take up litera- little while friends began, to send
and Atistrians and to the Indignities Dobbs refused to allow her
any oil
ture as a profession?" asks Elinor copies of the paper, as they thought
said to have been inflicted on mem- until he communicated with
Washing
'The Visits of Elizabeth' might etieer
bers of the Russian imperial family." ton. Last
Glyn la the September Strand. "Well,
might the Prince George I
me up. When they appeared in book
in
did
a
I
similar
it
dare say
way
was permitted to take 250 barrels
into many other writers as a distrac- form and proved so popular, my
ATTEND PEACE CONFERENCE
This amount, it was estimated, would
and
in
life
revived
terest
recovery
my
a
was
And
tion.
yet, possibly, there
El Paso, Aug. 26. Generals Villa put her back in Prince
Rupert, from
was rapid. That is how I 'broke into
and Obregon arrived at noon today In which port she sailed. She had asked difference. You know, 14 or 15 years
and to me it was a very pleasprint,'
was
in very bad health in fact
ago I
Juarez on their way to the peace con-- for 1,700 barrels.
ant way of doing so."
1
so
with
was
rheumatism
Terence In Sonora.
to
crippled
They expect
that I didn't care much whether I
secure permission from the American
Just Because She Loves Him
lived or died. You may believe how
civil authorities
to pass through
In
the September American Maga
111
GERMAN
I was when I tell you that I had
OFFICERS
Texas, New Mexico and Arizona In
zine
Katherlne
Holland Brown, writing
to
from
the
carried
be
Their special train with a small eseverywhere
a story entitled "Aunt Jane and the
I
when
to3
a
wanted
house
lawn
the
Perdisarmed
the
cort,
during
trip.
about a girl named
TAKENJFF SHIP change of scene," and back again when Elizabeth Anutells
mission from the state governors has
who is going to marry
I grew weary of the view and ached
been received, although the state and
a man named Jerry Ladyard. Jerry
war department at Washington have ITALIAN LINER IS STOPPED AT for bed. And I didn't know what to
is somewhat of a pioneer and is going
do
to
Long
BY
GIBRALTAR
distract
THE
my
thoughts.
given permission for the expedition.
take his bride as far as Ecuador
to
'
BRITISH
periods of 'thinking' are mot good for on
a business adventure which may
I
and
invalids,
anyone, particularly
VOLUNTEERS FOR FRANCE
or
not turn out well. This does
may
docNew York, Aug. 26! The Italian received many scoldings from my
Paris, Aug. 26 Captain, Riciotti
net disturb Elizabeth Ann in the least,
I
wonder
to
one
tor.
steamer
which
sailed
line
began,
.Then,
day
Ancona,
Garibaldt, the Italian patriot, and his
however. It does not seem sensible
three sons eons headed 2,400 Italian from New York for Naples August 11 to myself what a young girl would that Elizabeth Ann
should do this,
round
her
first
feel
think
and
during
volunteers, who assembled today on with a handful of German reservists,
but she is going to do it just the
J
When
houses.
to
of
visits
was
country
officers,
mostly
stopped
aboard,
The
the Boulevard Des Invalides.
same. Her brother puts it this way
Italian soldiers divided the attention by the- British at Gibraltar and 24 was a girl I visited many country to
her:
doof
t
and
my
were
houses
Germans
one
taken
and
journals
Austrian
kept
the attention of the Parisians with a
"I
don't give a whoop for instances.
to
I
resudden
a
and
had
to
longing
off,
cable
ings,
message
a
according
of
Belgian refuges.
fd procession
The fact remains that you're going to
who had just arrived. They were ceived here today by the line. The see and read them again. So they
leave us all, and go streaking off to
some
I
had .
mostly women and children and they Anioona then proceeded to her desti- were booked otit, and
the ends of the earth with that visionas
And
amusement
them.
nation.
rereading
had their worldly possessions in lit
cub. You'll put p with all sorts
Among those on board the Ancona I lay in my lounge chair my imagina- ary
tle parcels In their hands or in packs
of
and never realize bow
cwn
privations,
work
with
to
a
was
tion
my
Count
Werner von, Bernstorff,
and,
began
on their backa. Some of the women,
lieutenant in the Sixteenth Prussian diaries for a foundation. I started to miserable you are, just because you
carried babies.
think he's the whole thing. Worse,
lancers. Count von Bernstorff is not write The Visits of Elizabeth.'
keep right on thinking he's the
you'll
to
about
to
"I
so
little
related
knew
ambassador
the
German
authorship
a
war
cost
The
has
Tony Ross bout
whole
thing. You'll shut your eyes to
the
fearful crime
with Bomb Wells. A promoter of the United States, although he bears that I perpetrated
iMs
failures,
you'll gloat over his suc- same
on
both
sides
of
the
the
nobleman
name.
of
paper
Another
writing
Hiill, England, was willing to put up
" mm me giue.
on the Ancona was Baron. Kurt von in an orumary copy oook. Ano no
a $20,000 purse for the pair.
one pointed out to me the literary And no matter how tough a lite you
Nerzner.
The cablegram did not say specif- misdemeanor that I was guilty of. must face In that wilderness, you'll
Young Saylor received the decision
in b
bout with Joe Shugrue ically whether either of these passen- Then, when my relatives used tocome bluff it out and pretend you love It.
to see how I was I would read them I know you."
at Sydney, Australia, a short time 'ago. gers "had been taken off the ship.

Washington, Aug. 2C. Far western
sugar refiners won a victory over
their competitors in New Orleans and
New York today when the interstate
commerce commission approved the
establishment of new rates on sugar
from California producing points to
Chicago and the territory east of the
Missouri river, which, It is believed,
will oDen these markets to the west
'
ern product.
It was shown by western refiners
and carriers that seven western
states produced last year beet sugar
and refined Hawaiian cane sugar totalling 853,000 tons, or enough to supply 20,000,000 persons, while the po.
pulation of those states is but 6,825,-621The new rate is fixed at 25
cents per hundred pounds higher than
the New Orleans rate to Chicago rate
territory, and 23 cents higher than
the New Orleans rate to points east
of the Missouri river.
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MARKETS

$!.209.25;

uigs

$S.259.

Cattle, receipts 5,000. - Market stea
9.6510.5U;
dy. Prime fed steers
dressed beef steers $S.109.50; western steers $6.759.35; cows 4.25
9.50; stockers and feeders $5.75
8 25; calves $6.5010.50.
Sheep, reecipt3 5,000. Market steady.
Lambs $7.40 7. 65; yearlings $5.75
t
6.50; wetUers $r;.40S5,Br ewes f 4.80

....

3

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. ,26. Wheat, corn and
oats attained new high records for the

crop in the first hour of trading today.
Wheat opened one cent up on an advance at Liverpool and the bullisbi
sentiment of outsiders attracted to
the market by the war. In the first
hour prices made a net gain of 3 to 3'&
cci ts at about 20 cents higher than a
a year ago on the same date. Later
bids found the market bare of offerings and prices bounded upward, 7
and 8 cents over yesterday.- Closing
prices were 5 to 6 net higher. Very
little grain actually changed hands.
In corn and oats the Influences were
the same. Corn In the first hour adCorn
vanced 1V4 and oats lVs to
closed strong 1
cent up.
Provisions were dull and easy, uncents lower.
The
changed to 12
Closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Sept 108; Dec. 113;

1.

May 119.
Corn, Sept

Dec.

&2;

72.

Cats, Sept. 48; Dec. 50.
Pork, Sept. $21.45; Jan. $22.12.
Lard, Sept. $10.10; Oct. $10.25;
Jan. $10.70.
Ribs. Sept. $12.50; Jan. $11.37.
Subscribe for Tne Optic
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VictroUVI.$2S
Other tyfcs$lS to
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The Victrola

is

a source of endless
pleasure to the entire household.
It gives everybody, the kind of
music they like best.
in any time
0andCome
hear your favorite music, and find
out how you can eas
ily get a Victrola.
The Store of Quality"

mm

bros.

'Opposite Castaneda Hotel

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Carlos P. Dunn, cashier of the Taos
bank, who has been visiting friends
in Las Vegas for the past two weeks,
will leave for his home this evening.
Mrs. Dunn and baby will be here for
some time as the guests of Mr, and
man
a
business
William Traulroan,
Mrs. O. G. Schaefer.
of Topeka, is in the city for a few
R. W. Rudolph of Pecos arrived on
days.
No. 10 this afternoon for a brief
train
Louis
arrived
H. H. Walter from St
Mr. Rudolph will return
here.
visit
last night for a few days' business to his
home, Friday.
visit.
T. J. Lindsley of St. Louis is anions
W. L. Devine of Watrous is stopping

HERNANDEZ

PERSONALS

at one of the Las Vegas hostelrles.
C. A. Johnson of Trinidad came In
last night for a brief business vlsiL
M. C. Mitchell of Socorro arrived
this morning for a stay in this city
covering several days.
R. H. Young of Wichita, Kan., Is
one of the business men who came
to Lasc Vegas this morning to visit
the trade.
Miss Bessie Lodge of Cimarron is
registered at a local hotel.
Miss Tipton and Miss Bessie Tipton
from Watrous are in the city for a
brief stay.
I. . E. Rolofson and Sara J. Reed,
fcoth of Chacon, X. M., are guests at
one of the city's hotels.
Miss Annetta Bell of Holman Is In
the city on a short shopping trip.
E. A. Jones from Albuquerque Is
one of the city's visitors today.
Miss C. Harburg of Cleveland, O.,
and S. Harburg of Philadelphia are
among the tourists registered at a
hotel here.
Mrs. O. M. Ward and family will
leave this evening on train No. 2 for
Toledo, O., where they will visit for
some time.
.C. O. Hoober of the Denver office of
the Associaied Press, was a visitor
In Las Vegas for a brief time last
cverng. Mr. Hoober has charge of
all the press matter sent. west and
south from the Denver , office. He
has been on a trip to the Pacific coast,
accompanied by Mrs. Hoober.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Burke and O. Pear
left this morning for California by automobile after a week's visit with N.
B. Roseberry and family.
Maurice Regensberg, a merchant of
Colmor,. is in the city on a buying
,
trtp.
L, N. Claussen, representative of a
Kansas City wholesale' dry goods
firm, is visiting the trade here today.
J, M. Behtley from Romeroville Is
in the city fora short stay.
Manuel B
ske. of Sapello, Is in
Las Vegas visiting thetoeal wholesale
houses.

ATTEND THg

the day's hotel arrivals.
William, H. Stapp Is spending his
vacation at Harveys ranch.
Mrs. E. C. ' Westerman leaves tonight for Trinidad, where she has
been called on account of the illness
of her father.
E. L. Rasberry left on train No. 1
tor his home in Ballinger, Tex., after
a visit of several months in Las
Vegas and vicinity.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
passed through the city this morning
in his private car.
William J. Mills returned on train No. 1 today from
Santa Fe, where he has been in attendance on the state republican con-

vention.
Miss Minnie Sanders, who has been
visiting her brother, W. C. Sanders,
for about two months, will leave tonight on train No. 2 for her home in

Hutchinson, Kas.
MIbs Lucy Clement
arrived last
night from Santa Fe, where she has
been vis, ting
friends for several
weeks. She was accompanied by Miss
McKeever of Santa Fe, who will be
her guest.
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Brooklyn
Kansas City
St Louis
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.....54

55
62
63
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.549
.527
.514
.495
.461
.452
.431

National League

Chicago.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
New York at St. Louis.

Federal League

Chicago at St. Louis.

Indianapolis at Kansas City.
Pittsburgh at Baltimore.
Buffalo at Brooklyn.
Western League
Wichita at Des Moines.
Denver at Sioux City.
Topeka at St Joseph.
Lincoln

at

Omaha.

YESTERDAY'S

RESULTS

American League
At Philadelphia

HTSTA L
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S..E.ASONS

EES

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
Capital and Surplus $125,000.00

TRIED TO BLOW (IP
UP

A

LONDON BANK

it.

St. Louis

H

ii

B

!
15
Philadelphia
Batteries: Leverenz, Baichlej Mit
chell and Agnew, Hale; Bressler
.

Schang.
Second Game
St. Louis

0

....

At Washington

7

1

3

1

Pen-noc-

R. H.
2

8

k

E1.

3

4
1
3
Washington .
Batteries: Reynolds and Stanage;
Johnso nand Ainsmlth.

At New York
Chicago
New York

R. H. E.

.

0
9

6

3

8

2

Batteries:
Ben., Walsh, Lathrop
and Schalk; Mayer, Cole and Sweeney.
At Boston
Cleveland
Boston

R. H. E.

.

3

5

1

1

6

3

National League
R. H. E.

At Chicago
Boston .
Chicago -

4

t

-

8
9

.0
2

James and Gowdy;
Batteries:
and Archer, Bresnahan.

Vaughn

R. H. E.
At Pittsburgh
0 5 1
Philadelphia
2 5 1
.
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Alexander, Oeschger and
Dooin; Mammaux and Gibson.

Western League
At Sioux City

R. H. E.
0 4 0
8 14 0

Sioux City

Denver
Batteries:
Gaspar, Woodburn and
Winthrow; Gaskell and Spahr.
'

At Des Moines
Des Moines

R.

RE.

2

6 1
5 0
Sin-

1
Wichita
Batteries: Lakaft and Haley;
gle and Graham.

FOR

AMERICANS

Berlin, Aug. 26 (by wireless).
Henry S.. Breckenridge, the American
assistant
secretary of war, accompanied by a group of officers from
the American cruiser Tennessee, left
here today for Vienna-- . Mr. Breckinridge and his staff are distributing to
needy Americans the financial assistance sent to the continent by the
American government on the Tennes
see.
KANSAS

.

FARM

SHOW

!

BOX

London, Aug. 26. "An attempt to
blow up one of the chief London
Bernalillo Frank Hubbell and Jesus banks," says the Evening News, "has
led to an official warning! to all banks
Romero.
to
examine thoroughly on delivery all
Chaves E. A. C'ahon and W. C.
boxes deposited with them. A harmRe!d.
Colfax T. H. O'Brien and E. C. less looking deposit box was presented at a London bank for deposit in
Crampton.
Dona Ana Jose R. Lucero and H. the strong room. A sharp ear caught
an ominous ticking and an infernal
AT. Holt.
C. H. Hannum and W. A. machine was discovered in the box."
? Curry
Havener.
'Eddy E: L. Newkirk and M. S.
GERMANY SAYS SHE
Gloves.
Grant W. D. Murray and Matt
Fowler.
IS BEING ABUSED
Guadalupe J. V. Gallegos and A.
P.' Anaya.
Lincoln Robert Brady and W. E. HER SUCCESSES ARE BELITTLED
BJanchard.
AND HER PEOPLE TREAT-ELuna C. J, Laughren and Hugh H.
BADLY
Williams.
New
McKinley
York, Aug. 26. The official
Gregory Page and David Garcia.
press bureau of the German navy deMora E. H. Biernbaum and J. R. partment today issued through CapAgnilar.
tain Boyd, naval attache to the GerOtero Jack M. Fall and Edwin
man embassy, who Is now In New
York, a statement accusing England
Quay Murray W. Shaw and Pablo with having made before the war a
Garcia y Gonzales. . ;
"binding agreement with Franco as
Rio Arriba L. Dradfdrd Prince and well as' Rtissia, although this her
Alexander Read.
ministers had repeatedly and vehemRoosevelt T. J. Molinari and S. F. ently denied."
Anderson.
In declaring that "Germany is fight-,n- g
Sandoval E. A. Miera and Esqui-pul- a
for civilization agatnst the barBaca.
barism of Russia," the statement
San Juan L. W. Galles and G. F. says:
Brulntno.
our
"The Russian-Pole- s
greeted
San Miguel J. S. Clark and Secun- troops wherever they came with open
dino Romero.
enthusiasm and furnished them volSanta Fe Celso Lopez and M. A. untarily with the best they could afOrtiz.
In Poland, In Finland, In the
ford.
Sierra V. G. Trujlllo and Will M. Caucasus, and in the Ukraine, revoRotbins.
lutions have been started.
"All the Austrian peoples, espec-laSocorro J. Y. Aragon and H. O.
Bursum.
the Poles and the Slavic Chees,
Taos Malaquias Martinez and E. said in enthusiastic demonstrations
A. Rivera.
that they are resolved to take
Torrance Raymundo Romero and
for the cruel murder of the
Antonio Salazar.
anchduke.
(
"In France and Belgium German
Union B. F. Gallegos and H. J.
.
citizens were treated In the meanest
Hammond.
Valencia J. M. Luna and Manuel and almost incredible manner. They
were driven out, of Paris and Antwerp
Padilla y Chavez.
The committee met today and elect- and In many cases their money and
were taken away.
ed the following officers: Chairman, railroad tickets
Ralph C. Ely of Deming; secretary, They were left without the slightest
Lcrenzo Delgado of Las Vegas; assist- protection to the mercies of the mob,
ant secretary, Jose D. Sena of Santa
"In Belgium excesses against GerFe Campaign headquarters will be man citizens, have taken place which
should be expected only from savages.
opened at once in Santa Fe.
Every store owned by a German has
been wrecked. Practically all Germans' wer.e robbed of their belongings.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
i
Many who tried to escape were slaughtered andi their clothes torn from their
Washington, Aug. 26. Senate: Met bodies. German women have been
at 11 a. m.
Stripped, dragged through the streets
Debate resumed on the Clayton trust by the hair and shamelessly abused.
bill..
"Our successes nave so far been
House. Met at noon. .
grossly belittled or not reported at all
Debate continued on bill to codify Liege was completely in, our posses
sion about the slxthday of mobiliza;
printing laws.
tlon. This Is a success that has no
In the history of the world. On
equal
AUTO
NEW
ROAD
n,;v,
Santa Fe, Aug. 26. State Engineer the preceding day an attempt had been
James A. French today prepared an made to surprise the fortress .with
estimate for the construction of the weak forces, which, was repelled. Out
much discussed automobile road from of this a great and important defeat
Gallup to Shiprock. and especially of has been constructed."
the 49 miles from Gallup to the northern boundary of the jurisdiction of
Superintendent Paquette of Fort De
fiance, who is here in attendance at
the summer school.
lows:

R. H. E.

1
Philadelphia .
Batteries: James and "Agnew;
and Schang.

INFERNAL MACHINE WAS PLACED
IN BOTTOM OF DEPOSIT

After the nomination of Williams
lm.I been put through in short order
E.
the convention ratified the nomina4
tions by counties for the state central
r
mmittee. The committee is as fol-

"

You Will Find

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

nomina-uiantmou-

R. H. E.
At Topeka
1
8
3
Topeka
52
1
8 1
St. Joseph
..47
Batteries:
Reisegl, Deshner and
Brown, Lafferty and Schang.
Rapps;
The secret ot. Benny Kauffs great
hitting has been disclosed. The InR. H. E.
At Omaha
dianapolis slugger, who is giving Steve Lincoln 2
7 12
E.ans a great battle for the batting Omaha .
4 8 6
honors in the Federal league, has 18
Batteries: Dessau and Blackburn;
bats.
Crabb, Styles, Willis and McAllister.
53

Three Points

Snta Fe, N". M., Aug. 26. After the
rent factions of the Bernalillo delegation to the sttae republican convention to the state republican conven-th- e
better part of two days, the republican state convention finally got
down to business last night and proceeded to name candidates for congress and the state corporation commission, and a new state central committee. Benigno C. Hernandez of Rio
Arriba county, the dark horse wno
hap been stealing across the slate as
the opponent of the Andrews Baca factions, was elected to make the run for
congress, and Hugh If, Williams of
Deming drew the honors for the corporation commission fight.
On the first ballot for congressman,
Andrews polled 46 ores, but before
the vote could be announced Judge
Ldward V Maun of Bernalillo county
rMv:l to make Hernandez's

at

Boston

MONEY

tTTe

New York.

.325

80
75

IS NAMED

REPUBLICANS HONOR RIO ARRIBA
COUNTY MAN AT STATE
CONVENTION

Mitchell and O'Neill;
Pet. Shore, Wood and Cady.

WARE

PITCHERS

American League
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.

Batteries:

.678
.562
.526
.509
.479

Fiva

1914.

25,

TO RUN FOR CONGRESS

,

W.

72

Des Moines
Lincoln

Omaha
Topeka
Wichita

50
54
57
61
61
63
81

64
60
59
56
54
52
39

Pet.
.551

Federal League

WATER

FRY

62
59
51
52
51
49

Brooklyn

DISHES

FANCY

61)

Philadelphia
Cincinnati .
Pittsburgh

Sioux

THE GOLDEN

48
49
53
54
59
60
59
61

59
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TODAY

Detroit,

m

AT

4

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

BASEBALL

WEDNESDAY,

r,

PLANNED

Atchison, Kas., Aug. 26. Because
of the record breaking crops produced
in Kansas this year it has been de
cided to hold a mammoth produce
show in Atchison. The local com
mercial club is In charge of the arrangements for the exhibition," which
will open on October 21 and continue
several days.
BIG FOREST FIRE
Grassvalley, Calif., Aug. 26 Two
hundred men are fighting fire in the
Tahoe national forest, near the Nevada
state line, and a call has been sent
out to all neighboring forest preserves for help. More than 1,000 acres
cJ timber are reported to have been
ravaged.

Me-che-

.

attack on Ting-Tau- ,
the fortified port seised a railroad station near Ostend.
of the territory of Klao Chow, has They carried away the station safe,
failed and the Japanese are preparing blew up a portion of the track and
for a siege, according to a cable mes loft in the direction of Ostend.
sage received here today by Count! At Snaeskerke Bridge Belgian genvon Bernstorff, German ambassador darmes in automobiles and
bicycles
to the United States from the German came up with and engaged them. After
embassy at Peking.
an hour's fighting the Ublans fled,
Count von Bernstorff Bald that the carrying away seven dead. The Belcable message contains no details but gians had six men killed and two
merely announced the failure of the wounded.
Japanese attack and the preparation
The wounded gendarmes have been
for a siege.
placed aboard the steamer Princes
The Japanese ambassador In Vienna Elizabeth which Is kept at the dock
placed his government's interests in with steam up, ready to leave at a
Austria in the hands of the American moment's notice for Dunkirk, France.
embassy today and planned to leave A number of German prisoners also
tonight for Berne, Switzerland, accord- are on board the Princess Elizabeth.
ing to official dispatches. The mess- They include an officer and 30 men,
age made no reference td a declaration who are suffering from wounds.
of war on Japan by Austria.
Neither the Japanese embassy nor
Germans See no Enemies
the state department have received
Tsing Tao, Aug. 26. A Germaa
confirmation of the declaration of war aeroplane went up from Tslng Tao toby Austria up to 2 o'clock today, al- day to reconnoiter. The pilto failed
though messages direct from Vienna to discover any evidence of Japanese
on other subjects reached the Ameriwarships at sea or of Japanese troopa
can government
on land. The Austrian cruiser Kaiser-i- u
Elizabeth has
dismantled and
ha' crew has left here by trail for
King Albert in Field
Paris, Aug. 26. A dispatch to the Tien Tsin.
Havas agency from Antwdrp says that
War With Japan
King Albert is at present at the BelManchester, N. H., Aug. 26. Dr. K.
gian army headquarters in the royal
am
chateau at Lakaen. Lakean is a su- T. Dumba, the
burb of Brussels and has a royal park bassador to the United States, today
announced that he had received a,
and a residence of King Albert.
Another dispatch to"-- the Havas wireless message via Sayville, L. I.,
agency from Berne, Switzerland, says from the Hungarian secretary of forthe German government has admon- eign affairs, saying that "the emperor
ished the public to be economical in has commanded the Austrian cruiser
the use of kerosene and gasoline.
Kaiser in .Elizabeth at Tsing Tao to
A ditspatch to the Havas agency take up the fight together with the
from Ostend says that a squadron of German navy. Diplomatic
relations,
Uhlans with quick firing guns have with Japan are broken off.

i'n

-

Austro-Hungaria-

n

-

y

.

,

AU3TRIANS WILL

FIGHT THE

GERMAN AIRSHIP FALLS
Paris, Aug. 26. A German aerothe ground inside the
plane fell-tBritish lines in the Quesnoy region
yesterday, and the two German officers on board were killed. Quesnoy
(Continued from Page One)
is six miles from Lille The minister
of agriculture today authorized the
sale of frozen game In Paris. Irge in return.'4
quantities of frozen rabbits in normal
times are sent from France to the
Jap Attack Fails
New York, Aug. 26. The Japanese
United States.
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The Impossible Boy
By Nina Wilcox Putnam
Illustrations by C. D, Rhodes.
Copywrtght by Bobbs'Mcrrill Co.
SYNOPSIS.

"Samuel! She Said,. Brokenly, and
I Ths open rosd. PwlroWat Gathered Into Hie Arm.
bind ths dancing: bar. Mr. Jonsa, pra
from
a
.k.
stealing
yoimg
tramp
hnt
ambition to become tiling and help me fulfil the conadr purs. Pedro's
tt
spurs mm to quu urn
painter
ditions but you seem surprised
Kb
tr l!ln bear dancer.
Didn't you send it to me?"
CHAPTER II Plro, Old NUa anil the
g
With
understanding,
Pedro
York.
ar trainers start (or New n
man she looked from the document to his
fcalnts a portrait fr a
Knd o earna a meal for the company.- happy face.
Pfrht lady of the puree adventure
"Of course I did, dear," said she,
jpn pointing a she passes.
uttering her first wifely fib. "And are
Trie you really safe, daddy?"
F CHAPTER
Ill-N- ew
Tork. Miss lov-lr,
(Vanderpool quarrels with her artist
"I am In no danger of which I am
Sara H1U. and they part She
a
portrait aware, said vanderpool. "tiui nas uie
In her fathers desk
as that of Pedro. whole
which she
story, and I shall let him tell
CHAPTER

slow-dawnin-

lunch-waso-

recog-nUe-

rho

rescued her from the

purse-snatcne- r.

it"

CHAPTER IV Hill, the despondent
Then everything Is all right!" cried
Jones In
lover, meets Pedro and Mr.
Hill.
"Come on. let's get out of this.
dine
together.
"Washington square. They
Hill discovers talent In Pedro's drawings Let's go to your house." '
lose
himself,
to
gives
and In a mad desire
"Yes," assented Iris, wherewith the
bis studio and all In It to Pedro In exlovers went away, unheedful of the
change for Mr. Jones.
lonely man who bade them Godspeed,
occupies Hill's
!
CHAPTER
oeiu nn Ttlch. the sculptor, or of the bear, who had fallen asleep
i,..n a oh
letter from Hill. Leigh, calling in In a dark corner.
fwlth
bumps Into two men,
(return. In the alley
(one of whom to Reginald Vanderpool,
Meanwhile, Leigh, his heart like to
Oris' father, in disguise.

burst with a hundred culminated

emo-

CHAPTER VI Vanderpool'sIIIll companS StUdlO
tions, sat by the balcony rail, and
iin h. hnumtnl ofor Rowe,
ths scanned the crowd In eager search for
Und talks with Rlcardo,
C
.na., nf rnnsnlracy against Pedro. From this vantage point he
ETforolun
Vanderpool.
government.
l
... i
.... km & secret hold.
saw Iris and Samuel take their deher child.
and
Daussa
Senora
implicated.
parture, and then the muslo stopped
Row
Supposedly dead In an uprising.
There was a fluttering of hands, the
knows to D alive.
of applause died away, and
CHAPTER VII Pedro gains entrance ripple
ko an artist e meeting at Mllllfan's, meets the crowd broke up Into groups, who
ilrts again, makes many friendsforandnews laughed and ate with as little concern
unconsciously a subject
as though the world had not been
paper copy.
changed forever for Leigh. Suddenly
flriv-ts
CHAPTER VIII Senora Daussa where a
resort
a
strange thing happened.
to
Rlcardo
uptown
by
and profess
The center of the floor was for the
the conspirators meet her bear
trainer,
loyalty. Sam Hill,
sees Rowe unexpectedly attacked by Old moment clear, and the musicians had
Then,
retuned their Instruments.
IJlta. and rescues her.
takes luncheon above the gay murmur of the human
CHAPTER
with Iris In her home, meeting Vandervoices wailed the voice of the violin,
by Pedro s prespool. who Is disturbed the
miniature and the accompaniment throbbing softly
ence. Irk remembers
below. For a moment or two no one
wonders. She tells Pedro her suspicion
blackmailed and
hhat her father Isto being
danced, held back by that unwillingVanderpool
discover
his
help
jnlints jrou-io- .
ness to be the first which always fol
laecrei
poses for Pedro, lows the opening strains of a new
and
iyedro sees Rowe with Vanderpool
measure. Then Leigh became con
(peeping through Rowe's basement
Is astonished at sight of a woman
Imhose face, feature for feature. Is Uk scious that a hush had fallen upon
the crowd.
jhls own.
The street door had been thrown
I1I
hears from the
CHAPTER
tenr dancers that Pedro Is a Venezuelan, wide, and from the darkness without
mtjl and Mr. Jones wander about, and there emerged the figure of a woman
fctmnbls) upon Rowe, loading a steamer
Nsrlth contraband of war. Hill Is seized Her garments were of frail silks torn
(es a spy. Vanderpool, asphalt king,
and pitifully Inadeand
as "S''nor Chief."
quate to protect her from the cold.
nosoe fot Her golden head was uncovered, and
rniPTRR VTT Iris ncaln he
cannot
Pedro tells her
lor
portrait.
1 . In her father, whom
ha knows to be disheveled, and from below Its tum
Iris, bled glory, her eye shone bright and
s soelatlng with shady characters.
Pedro, slens an agree- feverish from the
,.t,,i.(i with whoever
sockets
father
her
got
ut to marry
'
But she seemed unconscious ot her
t of trouble.
and of the stares of wonder
XIII Mr. Jons returns plight,
to- the bear dancers and Pedro is ment that she Invoked.
X- tn.
i'u'
return tljr rruin
It was Carmen Daussa, tremulous
'crdo
by Pedro that
r;lcardo. Is told
Pedro s with Joy at finding the only house
cnr.r. I'lauFsa. who Is with
Mr.
Pedro,
mother ore together.
in the great cruel city where she pos
Jones' aid. find Mil.
sessed friends, where she might ask
CHAPTER XIV Pedro und Ms Hill for help and shelter. At recognition
rescue Hill. Pedro gives
frl' "nereement" and asks In return that of her, a breath of admiration went
Jlill protect Senora Daussa from Rlcardo up from the audience, which swiftly
minister.
Vftldcz,
changed to an expression of amazu- CHAPTER XV Pedro, rinding i,eirh ment as Vanderpool emerged from
1aok in his studio, tells him of the the extreme other end of the room.
tanjrle of events. Leigh advises
strange
eare In Pedro's relations with Iris and Then, as though drawn by an Irreon Pedro's refusal to spend the night sistible
power, they advanced, seeing
with him, sees a great light
no one but each other, caring for no
to
Pedro returns
CHAPTER XVI
of the
Trill's studio at 4 In the morning and finds one else, totally unconscious
Iris there. The Infatuated woman re- existence of the crowd, speaking no
her love for Pedro. As a last
word, uttering no cry, but coming
sort Pedro confesses: "I am a girl!"
I

L

t

n

IX-Pe- dro

X-- Irts

win-So- w

eler's kit a Wk or fw&raome linen, f
brushes, a gay necktie, and a miniature plaster cast of Leigh's "sleeping
bear."
When these had been put In, and
still a little room remained, be hesitated a moment, and then, going to
the heap of sketches and small canvases with which the rack was filled,
deliberated among them for a while;
taking up first this one and then that,
with loving hands, and throwing each
In turn back upon the shelf from
whence it came. Finally a sorrowful
shake of the head dismissed them all.
"Of what use to take any?" said
Pedro aloud. But nevertheless, he
stood brooding over them for quite a
time. . . By the fire lay Mr. Jones, blinking
sympathetically. With a sigh Pedro
turned at last from these children of
his mind, and set about arranging the
two rooms the studio and bedroom
exactly as be had found them.
In the first place there were the pictureshis pictures! From the big
easel the "Madonna Lady" smiled
wanly upon her youtig creator a
beautiful, crude, unfinished thing. Its
enticingly
beckoning
possibilities
from behind the haze of its Incompleteness. Then there were the others. Significantly Pedro glanced from
them in the direction of the fireplace,
and heaved another sigh. No! that
was Impossible; infanticide! It could
not be done! Yet, who would care for
them. . . . Leigh? Perhaps. Piling them high, and topping them with
the
portrait of Iris, he
stacked them neatly, near the door,
and wrltlne "For A. L. Leigh on a
folded bit of paper, left this message
the heap.
Next, he restored the furniture to lti
original arrangement aa nearly as he
could remember it, and bringing forth
Hill's canvases from the cubby In
which most of them had been repos
lng, set them around, even as he bad
found them, down to putting the un
finished portrait of the banker upon
the throne from which the Madonna
had Just been taken. When this wae
done, the studio took on such an un
familiar atmosphere that a lump arose
In Pedro's throat It seemed such
concrete representation of how com
pletely his claim here had ended!
With apparent Irreverence he sud
denly went over and knelt beside the
bear, taking the creature's head between hla hands, while tears started
to his eyes.
"Poor fellow! Poor Mr. Jones!"
said Pedro huskily, and then, having
ever-smilin- g

p

mud-staine-

XVII The conspirators
CHAPTER
smeet in Rowes basement. He tells them
Vanwill.
the revolution turns Iton tohis free
Benora
derpool is financing
CPaussa, president's widow, whom he believes a prisoner In Venezuela. If they
So not a(rree to make Rowe dictator lie
twill tell Vanderpool where the senora is
Sind so stop the money supply. They
him. Senora Daussa has
agree and leave
overheard, denounces Rowe, and runs
away from him.
CHAPTER XVtn Hill calls on
and shows him Iris' "HEreement."
"Vanderpool explains matters and agrees
to go to Miingan s costume oance wnn
aim.
in the Tittle room a tew explanations
fwere taking place.
said Vander-Ipool- ,
"Sam, my
"It seems to me that you needed
neither my presence nor your
docu-Iment-

And Iris, still clinging to her lover,
jwas sufficiently curious to ask:

"What document, father?"
"Why, this!" explained Hill, taking
"her pledge from his breast pocket
hvith his free hand, and showing It to
.

!her.

"That?" exclaimed Iris.
"Of course, dearest!" beamed Sara,
("Tour father here will explain everyi

-

i
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-
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nearer and nearer, swifter and swifter,
aa though Impelled by a fate they had
no thought to resist. And then, in
the center of the gleaming floor they
met, and, wordless still, he took hev
In his arms. And when the music
stopped abruptly, she called his name,
and he bent and kissed her on the
mouth.
Once the spell which had held then
snapped with the cessation of the
waltz, the people crowded about the
two, all talking, complimenting, ex
and
plaining, laughing, pushing:
while this was at its height the studl.
door opened to admit the
for, slender figure, and Pedro wps
seen to Inquire something of Bell Milli
gan. At her response, Pedro appar
ently thanked her, and disappearing
among the crowd, quickly returned
with the bear at heel, and vanished
With a stifled cry Leigh sprang up.
and hastily gaining the lower floor,
crossed rapidly to Hell, who was deeply absorbed In explaining something
to Pell, and who had to be shaken by
the shoulder before she would answer
Leigh's question.
"Where did Pedro go?"
"I good gracious, such a performance! Did you ever " gasped Hell
"where did Pedro go? He went home
to pack."
"Home to pack!" shouted Leigh.
"Good Lord!"
And without even waiting' to find his
hat, he rushed out into the alley and
started madly off in the direction of
long-soug-

Muldoon place.
CHAPTER

By

XX.

The Beginning.
of a single candle Pedro

the light

was packing a little knapsack with

the meager belongings that his

so-

journ In the old studio had brought
together. He went about the task
with reluctance, but with the weary
resignation of those who receive an
unalterable decree from fate, and
recognize it as such.
One by one his little personal things
wer ticked away la the ancieat.trar- -
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Woman for general house- Cemetery Trustee.
work. Harvey's Ranch, Box B., East
Las Vegas.
B. P. O. ELK 8 Meets second and
fourth Tuesday everting of each
"Are you there?" the deep voice
asked commandingly, as the man WANTED A good girl for general month Elks" home on NinQ street
housework. Apply to Mrs. H. G, and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
peered into the gloom.
"I yes!" answered Pedro weakly.
Coors.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring"Thank God!" exclaimed Leigh.
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
This
Then, as his eyes became accustomed
Secretary.
to the darknese, he placed her.
Silver
"I was Just going," began Pedro
FOR RENT Furnished house. Ap KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURfaintly,
ply 323 Tenth street.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
-i- you
"Sit down beside me," said Leigh
sevW. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
gently but firmly, "I want to say
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in first and third Mondays ot each
eral things to you."
EMPRESS
"Yes, but " protested the girl.
modern home. Mrs. M. F. Holland, month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
'
"Sit down, my dear," said Leigh,
915 Sixth street
Ladies always welcome O. L. FreeFLOUR
striking a light.
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
There was a tense silence while' he PIANO
for renu
I7 Eighth street
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
lit the lamp, the soft glow presently
It giving you
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Deputy,
revealing them to each other. Then
1011
Assistant
a
Pedro slowly obeyed the strangely put
Deputy,
Montague
present for doTo
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N, M.
command, and they sat silently for a
ing something
long moment, loklng Into each other's 40 ACRES
Irrigated land near Spring
'd do any
eyes with that perfect understanding
you
L.
and
Meets
o.
MOOSE
3
O.
second
er; will trade for Las Vegas prop
that had been theirs from the first.
eaeb
fourth
evening
Thursday
W.
G. Ogle.
erty.
way when you
Oh! How could she have doubted him
hall.
Vlsitlnt
W.
O.
at
f.
month
misunlearn how Much
for an Instant? There was no
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V
derstanding the meaning of that
BetferEMPRESS
Davis, Dlotator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
"dear" nor of the tone In which he
had spoken It. A wild tingling sensa- FOR SALE Lady's phaeton and stan
FLOUR really
tion began to dance through her veins,
in good orden, see them at MODERN WOODMEN OP AMERICA
Made by GERhope
and at the light In his eyes a deep
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Cooley's barn.
flush begun to creep over her face,
MAN PROCESS
Love at O. R. d. hall, on the
feminine enough now, despite its frame
of
second
and
fourth
Tuesdays
close-cut
of
curls. At length she spoke,
ONE COUPON FROM
each month at 8 p. m. C, H. Stewart
never taking her eyes from his.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
"So you know," she said superflu- CANTALOUPES
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
FIVE
STAMPS
by parcel post; pink
Local Deputy.
Vlsltlni
ously.
BRINGS YOU THE
90c per crate delivered, pack Montague,
meat,
"Yes."
are especially weleotse and
SPOON
IT 'S
ed 12 and 15, direct from grower; members
"How long have you known?"
Invited.
cordially
CCNUINEWM.
will ship one or more. Address Ray
"In my secret consciousness, from
ROGERS &
E. Hutgel, La Junta, Colo.
the beginning of time," he answered
SONS' A A
her. "Since last night, in actual realiPuts Airships In Prayers.
STANDARD
zation. Why, I've been in love with
Under the orders of Emperor Will-laDR.
ADELAIDE
LEWIS
un8.
I
did
not
SILVER
you all these months, but
as the head of the Lutheran
derstand it, owing
Osteopathic Physician
church, and with the consent of the
He indicated her clothing and again
Office Crockett Building
Lutheran Bynod, the general prayer,
she blushed a swift crimson this Office Hours 9 to 12 a, m. 1 to 5 p. m. which is said
FRENCH.
weekly In all Lutheran
time.
1REY (STERResidence Phone Main 384
now asks the protection of
churches,
"And you don't don't despise me?"
God for the aerial service as well as
LING) FINISH
she asked, ashamed.
for the army and navy. The sentence,
CO
MONUMENT
I
I
want
to
don't despise you;
"No,
as amended, reads:
EMPRESS
Albuquerque, N. M.
marry you," he replied. "What Is your
"Protect the king's army and the
name?"
215 E. Central
German war forces on land and
entire
can be ok- "Pedro I never had another, except
S3 Years practical Experience.
and particularly the ships and airsea,
'
tained in thi city troro
ing Daussa y St. Tron, of course. But B. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
ships while on their Journeys."
. . .. do you mean it?"
"That Is the first utterly dull remark
GEO. H. HUNKER
I ever heard you make," observed
Attorney-at-LaLeigh. "Now, when shall it be? Tomorrow? It's a little late tonight!"
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
"No!" she cried, springing up. "Not
1,000 lbs--, or Mors, Each Dslvsry
....v.
psr IN tfcfc
tonight; not tomorrow; I must go
DR. P. B. HUXMANN
w.lSe psr 1N Iks..
1,000 Ibs to 2,000 lbs., Esch Delivery
away ! "
200 lbs., to 1,009 lbs Each DeJIvsry
Dantlst
"Why?"
psr 1N lb
"Iris knows about me; and think of
60 lbs, to ZOO lbs, Each Dsllvsry
Dental work of any description at
psr 1M UrSj
the talk! What would your friends
Less than 69 lbs, Esch Dsllvsry .w.w.wrMMle per 1N Is
moderate price
say? Oh! believe me, I must go away Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
until I can come back as myself," she
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
said distractedly.
His face was stern as he replied.
torsra, aad Distributors sf Xatsrai las, ue Psrttl W
"I can usually see the reaeons you
Harvesters,
Then she shifted the little knapsack
Lastlmc
st Whisk Hare Mac. Las Tfa rasaeas.
Qualities
put forth," said he; "but I cannot feel into
across
her
shoulder and
that there is any need for you to go." alone place
OFFICE 711 DOUatA AVENUE
stepped off into the grayness,
"Ah," she pleaded, "but I do! Let
little
bear
at
her
the
shuffling
along
me come back aa myself as a woman,
heels.
and as a woman should. I want to;
The morning was black and chill,
can't you understand?"
but
Leigh stood quite motionless long
"Yes I think perhaps I do," said
had passed from sight; stood
he slowly. "And in the meanwhile?" after she
motionless until the housetops flamed
Rico
"I 6hall be with
and Anna," with the
coming sun, until the dawn
she said, "until they have the baby. was
like unto the glory of
They can be together all the mean- love; painted
and then he smiled, and, throwI
if
bears
in
dance
and
the
time,
bring
his head, sniffed the keen air as
the money for them; and then I shall ing
he could already scent the unthough
and bid the road farewell. born violets of that
slip away
distant spring.
,
(THE END.)
Then he did see. Saw all that the
life of the road had meant to her, all
Clasiifi
Ms, tears a. em! ue feeplsj H !TMm smssj E3 ?
that she would give up . . . for
Beyond Him.
,
Sir Frederick Bridge, famous Brithim
taoss who MIGHT BYT ft partHmia lU1
He got to his feet
rather unsteadily, and at the look on ish organist, once told a story of a muil fntgtSJ
Taat proterty yea waal ft Mil M PfWl M
sical party he attended where they
his face she, too, sprang up,
to escape him. But retreat was had an automatic piano.
fcsci
tfTti
ftds.
reads
la tsu
vie
"I could not make out the music
useless, and then, smothered in his
EWM.
IfrertUe
arnicas
roar
property
mighty arms, Pedro received her first at all," he said. "It sounded very abkiss. . . .
struse, and I felt that I was not eduOthers, was read aad aassrer Ms, tm tail isTMfr
,rjq
It was an hour later that they crept cated up to it Sometimes I seemed
are
anxloas te pay euk tm) looks, sateaesilss,
nsa9dg
down the dark atairwav and swung the to recognize it. I whispered to one of
sJasss H 11 fieri, aa wulssj gi
and formitmre, artlslee i
door open to the faint glow of coming the ladies: 'What is Jtf
struMmts.
answer
"The
was: 'Bach's Fugue in
day. "When will you come back,
Pedro Oh! When will you come D minor.'
sisssms4 as. rs rsM kg aft HKfH
As
iflj f&.
"I discovered afterward that the perback?" he whispered passionately.
T Uta eaaa tj k JUss.
f aSl
ef tatasa.
"I shall come," said Pedro, "when forated paper had been put In upside
the violets are In bloom; when It Is down, and the Fugue was being played
full Bwlrr t shall return "
backward."
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Hcly madonna! Have pi''-- "
His arms flew wide, as If to embrace the knees of the Virgin, and his
face was drawn with anguish.
"I can never atone for my actions'."
he thought. "If he discovers that I am
a woman, he will always despise me!
Better leave to him the memory of a
boy friend whom be loved and who
ran away!"
Then, gathering up his courage, he
went a final round of the dearly loved
workshop, caressing each object ae
It had been anihe passed, as though
.
"
mate. r.verywnere weiu mi6 Ih.l
reminded him of Leigh. There they
had sat and talked on such a night;
here he had perched while he showed
gome tricks of technique; togethei
they had stood at this window looking
at the city which
over the roof-top- s
they had talked of beautifying, and,
beside this table he had often drawn
a chair, when they sat down to share
a scanty meal and an abundance of
talk on subjects dear to them. Oh!
it was too cruel, too full of poignant
memories, this place! Nothing was
to be gained by tarrying, but wounds,
fresh wounds, added to that which he
was doomed to carry forever! Since
going was inevitable, best go quickly
and be done. To run away down the
dark stair, along the cold street
away, away, to the blossoming Southland and the search for forgetfulness.
With set lips he put on hat and coat,
extinguished the candle, and by the
dim glow of the banked fire, began to
gather up the belt of the knapsack.
Then a sound on the staircase caused
his heart to give a great leap, after
which it eeemed to stop beating altogether. Nearer and nearer came the
rarolliar ste-p- and then, without pause
it crossed the landing and the door
was burst open to admit the towering
figure of Abraham Lincoln Leigh.

1914.
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JONES-BOWER-

"And You Don't

Don't Despise Me?"

patted Mr. Jones upon the nose several times, arose slightly comforted.
The bedroom came next In order,
and from press and bureau Hill's clothing, which had been laid away with
so much care, was hauled out and
hung In lta accustomed place, each
minor detail being attended to with
care.
When all was accomplished, the
worker came to the doorway where he
autumn
had paused on that long-pas- t
morning of his first awakening there,
and stood gazing for the laet time
upon what had been the field of his
labors these many months; and aa he
looked about, it seemed as though his
heart would break at the thought ot
leaving It. But go he must.
Clenching his hands, he called himself a fool, speaking aloud in his pain.
For a moment the wild hope came to
him that he might, after all, stay on;
or, at least, return; and then with renewed clearness the urgent reasons
for departure came surging back. "His
secret, which Iris knew, was no longer
safe. His mother, whose entreaties
he dared not face, was living in the
very same city, and might at any moment meet with him. Then there was
Hill. He had found Iris, and all must
be well between them, for had not Bell
Milligan told how they had gone off
together? This happy occurrence
would end Hill's reasons for staying
away. More, the painter had returned
Mr. Jones, the only pledge Pedro had
given him, thereby ending the bargain.
Then, too, in a few weeks It would be
spring, and the hedgerows would
in green, and the
awaken, new-clabroad highway would call and call.
"But none of these is the great reason!" cried Pedro aloud. "Holy mother, have mercy upon me! The real
reason is Leigh! It Is he, it is he
wtrora I cannot endure to leave! Yet
go I must. Suppose he should suspect
me! What would he say to such as
I a wild hoiden thing who had defied
antf broken til fjT tlfi of womanhood!
d
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btech and pine, with a "backcloth" of
gnm, grey rock towering toward the
suy beyond. Away to the right stretchof mountain
es a huge
feet
thousand
ten
and
nine
peaks,
hinh. and behind the spectator tower
th great peaks of the Bernese Ober-lanthe Jiingfrau, Monch, and Eiger,
with their burden of eternal snows.
Nature, in accommodating mood, has
Jrovided the entrance and exist of
this unique theater passages in the
woods through which gallop with thundering of hoofs on hard ground the
mail-clatroopers of the tyrannical
governor. The cattle, goats, and sheep
which appear in the first scene the
return of the flocks and herdB from
the Alpine pastures approach down
thsteep path la the woods on the
riyht, and are heard long before they
are visible, the tinkling and clanging
of their bells mingling harmoniously
with the longdrawn tones of the huge
wooden Alpine horn, seven feet in
length, and forming an appropriate
overture From the September Wide
World Magazine.
.
seml-clrcl-
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Theater
Wonderful Open-Ai- r
What la probably the most perfect
j.cstoral theater In Europe Is BltuateJ
In the heart of the Alps at Interlaken
In Switzerland.
This unique "playhouse'' Is open to all the winds that
blow, and Its roof Is formed In the
most favorable circumstances by the
blue canopy of the sky. It Is not al
ways thus, however, and it has not
infrequently happened that the hue of
the canopy has been less Inviting, and
that players and spectators alike have
experienced the Interlude of a heavy
downpour which was not in the program.
The open-ai- r
theater at Interlaken
Is used for performances of Schiller's
great drama, "William Tell," for which
It ia 'by nature admirably adapted.
The stage is a rising meadow framed
on three sides by dense woods of
A
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Another Lot of
es
Those
Fine-Peach-

90c
per box
Pears per box
$1.00
Cantaloupes per crate $1.50
5c
Cantaloupes each

STEARNS' STORE

Lots Of Fine
Native Fruit

For preserving
or tabIc use at

very attractive

c

i

IKE DA ViS
CASH GROCER

1914.

tain number of the new comers to
after, are called upon.
It Is planned to extend the work
still further during the coming school
year. The religious and social work
will be pushed still harder and the
men just entering the Institution will
be given more attention even than before, for starting right is recognized
as & large feature In. final success.
took

Hotel

DELAY TO SANIA

Fine Lot of

A

CLAUS

Fancy
Plymouth Rock

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

ME

Chickens

for frying

Wizard foot appliance demonstra
all day tomorrow.

tion at Baeharach's
Adv.

S

Are you troubled with sore feet
callouses or bunions? Get a pair of
adjustable foot appliances at Iluclia-rach's- .

order in earlv
nan wr rA
iiiry oic putcu

Get vonr

Lf
uciurc
over.

1.

.

Adv.

JOHN II. YORK

Dr, Callahan, foot specialist and
orthopedic surgeon of Chicago, will
give free demonstration on all foot
diseases and deformities at Dacha-rach'- s
tomorrow. Adv.

GROCER

The Ladies' Aid Society of the
First Christian Church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:3d o'clock in
the Christion tabernacle. All members are requested to be present.

BAKER

The work of the city prisoners in
cleaning the down town streets has
nitde a very appreciable difference in
their appearance. For economic as
well as sociological reasons no better
use could be made of the municipal
visitors. Neither the city nor the
prisoners would profit in any way by
the latter's Idle imprisonment, but
with them engaged in some beneficial
employment the city at least gains
p.nd it may be that the hoys themselves are helped by the experience.

The Roller Mills are now running
on Turkey Red wheat shipped In from
Maxwell and French. All kinds of
flour, bran and shorts now on hand.
Acv.

The Indies' Aid society of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the residence
of Mrs.
All members are requested
Koebel.
to be present.

The premium lists offered by the
county fair board, which are now being mailed throughout the country, are
bringing in their full-- quota of applicants, and it is anticipated that the
fair will be the home of more numerous and more choice exhibitions this
yf.ar even than last, which was a banner year. There is to be a splendid
athletic program In connection with
the fair, including broncho busting and
riding, and the birds that whisper
things quietly in the ears of some
folks are busy with the story that
there may be an aviation demonstrate, n sometime during the festivities.

Mr. K. A. Jones of the
Monument Co. of Albuquerque will be
in Las Vegas until Saturday. All those
wishing to purpose monuments or
huve lettering cut on monuments already erected call him at Hotel La
Pension. Adv.
Jones-Bower-

prices

ti-ii-s

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
day.

26,

JUST RECEIVED

i

Club breakfast every
Piomalne. Adv.

AUGUST

WAR WILL NOT BE

LOCAL NEWS

e

d

WEDNESDAY,

s

At the next regular meeting of the
E. Romero Hose and Fire company,
which will be held a week from Friday evening at the fire house on the

West side, delegates will' be chosen
to attend the state convention of volunteer fire departments to be held at
Gallup, September 7.

WOMAN'S

HAS SUCCEEDED IN IMPORT
ING HIS TOYS FROM FOREIGN LANDS

CLUB

MEETS

Santa Fe, Aug. 26. The Santa Fe
Woman's club held Its first meeting
of the season today in the Old Palace
and went over the program for the
of
year. Miss Alice Ch Fletcher
Washington, D. C., the famous ethnologist, accepted the invitation to
address the club next Tuesday afternoon on "Early Club Life In New
England," Miss Fletcher having been
a member of the Sorosis and other
clubs In the east Tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock the club members
will attend the lecture of Mrs. Ida
Kruse MoFarlane to the summer
school on "The Modern Drama."

the interference
Notwithstanding
with ocean trade that Is accompanying
the war In Europe, Las Vegas young-stsr- a
are not to suffer for Christmas
toys. If anything, there will be more
both In quantity and variety on sale
here during the holiday season than
ever. A canvass of the local stores
reveals the fact that the merchants
have not only ordered their supply,
but the toys themselves are actually
on dry land, either In New York or
en route west, at this time, and no
fleet of confiscating war dogs will be
al le to destroy them. It seems that,
contrary to the stories that were circulated recently regarding the lack of
toy makers in the European factories,
they having been impressed for army
service, the 1914 supply will be In no
way affected. The toys are all made
long in advance and shipped to their
destination as quickly as the orders
are filled.
So far as Las Vegas is concerned,
on Christmas morning the air will resound with the rumble of just aa many
drums and horns as ever, and weeks
before the windows of the stores will
present just as wild a wilderness of
dolls and animated things and joy producers for the little ones as ever, and
insofar as toys are not food stuffs
there is little likelhood that there will
b? any advance In price.
It will be a piece of welcome news
to the boys and girls to know that
old Santa is already filling his sack
for his regular midnight journey, to
the chimneys behind his famous team
of reindeer.

HARVEY'S 1 OPEN
34th season of this famous moun-

tain resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday; charges 110.00, transportation, $1.00.
Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas.
Box B.
Leave orders at Murpheya
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
Automobile stage line to Mora triTuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
8 a. m., arriving
Mora 9:45 a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegaa
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397.
weekly,

AdT.
One of the most Interesting of the
recent announcements Is that Charles
Frohman is to present Otis Skinner
In a new play called
"The Silent
Voice."
The first presentation will
be made In Washington on October &.

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK BONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
3P!

Y, M. C. A. AT THE

Headquarters for Baby Busies

STATE COLLEGE

WE CAN PLEASE
YOU IN STYLE
AND PRICE

GROWS

HOUSEKEEPER AND BAKER

need-

Vr. F. R. Lord, who returned the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ilfeld who are
sojourning in Germany, have not been first of this week from San Francisco,
heird from for some time, and though says he has determined not to remove INSTITUTION
IS PROVIDING ADWe are exclusive agents
their relatives here are not alarmed his family to that city, but will conVANTAGES
FOR MANY
in
to
reside
will
tinue
He
Las
Vegas.
for their safety, some anxiety Is felt
for
famous Sidway
STUDENTS
at the long delay in their letters.-- ' It! continue his special work in dentistry
Go-Cart- s.
Guaranteed
had been their plan to return to Las in the larger towns of the state, mak
One of the strongest features of the
Vi'pns in October, but it is not known ing his headquarters here. Dr. Lord
everything for
that they will be permitted to carry recently has been connected with one work for the boys at the State Agricultural
college is the student Young
of the largest special clinics In the
cut their intentions.
two years.
country. While in Sun Francisco Dr. Men's Christian association. This Is
the
association of students
Loretto academy In Las Vegas, N. Lord learned that work on nearly all in strongest
the southwest, and has the only
on
the
exhibit
the
foreign
palacps
school
Is
for
a boarding and day
M.,
world's fair grounds had stopped be- building for students and the only emgirls and youttg ladles who desire a
cause of the war. He was informed, ployed student secretary in the southhrme-llke- ,
yet thoroughly earnest,
would open on west.
institution, where the con- however, that the fair
'Complete - Home - Furnishers."
The building shows up well with
on the
the
scheduled.
Conditions
date
stant aim Is to send forth intellectual,
coast are disturbed, and it was for the other buildings on the campus and
refined, noble-soulewomanly characis equipped with dormitory, reading B38HS52Ss33ES
ters for the world's betterment and th) reason that Dr. Lord decided not
room, game room, lounging room, authe happy usefulness of their own to locate in Sau Francisco.
ditorium, billiard room and shower
--lives. Just the academy sought by
baths. On the lower floor are a conA
SMOKER
PLAN
ELKS
parents who know their responsibility.
At the meeting of the Elks last night fectionery store and tailor shop oper
Prices moderate. Apply to Sister SuIhe
entertainment committee was in- ated by students, who in this way are
perior. Adv.
to make their way through
structed to arr?nge a smoker for next enabled
school.
o'A casual survey discloses Ihe fact Saturday evening, beginning at 9
Last year the association showed
that Laa Vegas merchants have great clock, to vh'et all visiting Elks as
remarkable
progress. The member
ly exceeded all former sales in farm- well as the local members will be
was boosted to 135 as compared
ship
to
A
come.
of
ureed
unusual
program
this
ing machinery and equipment
witM 40 the year before, enrollment In
year, which is a sure index to the novelty Is being prepared, and it is Bible
study from 40 to 75 and in misthe
of
effort
the committee having the
agricultural progress of the district.
sion
from five to 6(J, a gain of
study
The rural Interests hereabouts have the affair in charge to see that every- 1200
cent
The membership is
per
received a decided Impetus during the one who attends is thoroughly enterespecially remarkable considering the
tained.
to
indications
and
all
past year,
point
number of students enrolled at the
The Initiations which were to have
a steady Increase In all lines that have
and the association now claims
to do with soil cultivation, which in taken place last, night were postponed college
to have a larger percentage of the
the end will be the salvation of the until the meeting in September, owing
in the Y. M. C. A.
"
to the absence from the city of many college enrolled
'Meadow. City.
than, any other Btate college associaof the members and candidates.
tion.
Governor William C McDonald has
A feature of the work of especial
ifitued a proclamation setting aside
ROW OVER RUM
Don't buy a Ford because it's a
value to those just entering the col
7
as
Labor Day,
St. Louis, Aug. 26. The republican
Monday, September
because
lege is the reception committee. This
cheaper car. Buy
to be observed as a legal holiday. The state platform convention which yescommittee meets all trains at the be
car-beca- use
will
a
governor recommends that the day terday failed to adopt a platform for ginning of the year to take care of
bo observed as a "real holiday;1 that the fall elections began a second ses
work of the
do
the new comers. Later these are as
business be suspended so far as prac- sion, here today. The stumbling block sisted Nin
any way possible, and the
half the cost because you can
ticable; that the children In the before the convention was whether first year of college Is made as valu
schools be Instructed as to the honor the party should go on record con able as
always get back in your Ford.
possible to them. Whenever
oplocal
pnd value of labor, and the dangers of cerning the proposed county
help Is needed the members of this
1383353
idleness to the end that the efforts of tion law, and if so just what its stand committee, each of whom has a cerSTiould be.
eiich may be beneficial to all.
.

agree that the success of
their baking depends upon
the character of the flour
used. Poor flour, poor baking Is a rule without excepThose women who
tion.
have had poor success with
their baking are invited to
try a sack of Pure Quill
flour. There's a reason that
will show in. their baking.
Ask Your Grocer for Pure
Quill or Call Main 131

15he

Las Vegas FLoller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUnt Reynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.

the

against

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

7

Fords Don't Last
Lond in this Altitude!

A Car of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
I

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M,

1
Capital.SIOO.OOO; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

Interest Paid on

Our Next Car Load should
he hero this week.
it

of

service

Time Deposits

the

-

At

ihe Home of the Best of Everything Eatable
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THEGRAAFMirCO,STORE
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A

good family
milk cow.
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Clean
or Dye

your old

Garments.

Bind Phone Main 379
.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.

LET US

O

IffflEI:

and COFFEES

We are Sole Agents.

105

O
O

CHASE & SANBORN'S
TEAS

it
others at

it's better

M

CAN PLEAStlYOU
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An Optic Want Ad Will Get

What You Want
When You Want It
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